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Abstract
Temporal clustering refers to the partitioning of a time series into multiple non-
overlapping segments that belong to k temporal clusters, in such a way that segments
in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters. Tempo-
ral clustering is a fundamental task in many fields, such as computer animation, computer
vision, health care, and robotics. The applications of temporal clustering in those areas
are diverse, and include human-motion imitation and recognition, emotion analysis, human
activity segmentation, automated rehabilitation exercise analysis, and human-computer in-
teraction. However, temporal clustering using a completely unsupervised method may not
produce satisfactory results. Similar to regular clustering, temporal clustering also benefits
from some expert knowledge that may be available. The type of approach that utilizes a
small amount of knowledge to “guide” the clustering process is known as “semi-supervised
clustering.”
Semi-supervised temporal clustering is a strategy in which extra knowledge, in the form
of pairwise constraints, is incorporated into the temporal data to help with the partitioning
problem. This thesis proposes a process to adapt and transform two kernel-based methods
into semi-supervised temporal clustering methods. The proposed process is exclusive to
kernel-based clustering methods, and is based on two concepts. First, it uses the idea
of instance-level constraints, in the form of must-link and cannot-link, to supervise the
clustering methods. Second, it uses a dynamic-programming method to search for the
optimal temporal clusters. The proposed process is applied to two algorithms, aligned
cluster analysis (ACA) and spectral clustering. To validate the advantages of the proposed
temporal semi-supervised clustering methods, a comparative analysis was performed, us-
ing the original versions of the algorithm and another semi-supervised temporal cluster.
This evaluation was conducted with both synthetic data and two real-world applications.
The first application includes two naturalistic audio-visual human emotion datasets, and
the second application focuses on human-motion segmentation. Results show substantial
improvements in accuracy, with minimal supervision, compared to unsupervised and other
temporal semi-supervised approaches, without compromising time performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Clustering algorithms are known for their problem-solving applications when there is little
a priori knowledge of the data being analyzed. For example, with a clustering problem,
there is no need to know the classes beforehand. These are some well-known advantages
of unsupervised methods in general. However, there are situations in which some limited
knowledge of the data or application is available, and yet, there is no mechanism allowing
the use of that knowledge in a clustering algorithm. Semi-supervised clustering is a strategy
that incorporates limited supervision to guide the clustering process. This supervision is
usually modelled by using class labels or constraints; as a result, some refer to this learning
problem as “constrained clustering.”
By incorporating supervision into the clustering process, it is possible to improve ac-
curacy and help the clustering algorithm in situations where the data is not well sep-
arated. Some popular unsupervised algorithms that have been adapted into a semi-
supervised framework are constrained k -means clustering with background knowledge [3],
semi-supervised kernel mean shift clustering [4], semi-supervised kernel k -means [5], and
Constrained spectral clustering [6]. However, none of these methods are designed to handle
temporal data.
Use of temporal data broadens the range of applications which can benefit from clus-
tering. Traditional areas that incorporate temporal data and clustering are data mining,
visualization, and segmentation. The problem of temporal clustering is the focus of this
thesis, and is particularly important in applications such as human-motion analysis, audio-
visual emotion analysis, and animal behaviour analysis. However, temporal clustering us-
ing completely unsupervised methods may not produce satisfactory results. In some cases
prior high-level knowledge may be known about the data, or some labeled data may be
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available. This information can be used to aid the clustering algorithm. In this thesis, this
problem is referred to semi-supervised temporal clustering, which can also be described as
the combination of temporal and semi-supervised clustering.
1.1 Proposed Work
This thesis proposes an approach to creating semi-supervised methods which perform tem-
poral clustering. This approach is exclusive to kernel-based clustering methods, and it is
based on two concepts. First, it uses the idea of instance-level constraints, in the form of
must-link and cannot-link, as a way to add supervision to the clustering methods. Sec-
ond, it uses a dynamic-programming method, inspired by [7], to search for the optimal
temporal clusters. The proposed approach was applied to two methods, namely, aligned
cluster analysis (ACA) and spectral clustering (SC). To validate the advantage of the
proposed temporal semi-supervised clustering methods, they were compared with their
original versions and with another semi-supervised temporal cluster, using both synthetic
and real-world data.
1.2 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• Proposal of semi-supervised aligned cluster analysis (SSACA), an extension of the
temporal clustering method aligned cluster analysis (ACA).
• Proposal of semi-supervised temporal spectral clustering (SSTSC), an application
of the dynamic programming search optimization proposed in [8] to the problem of
constrained spectral clustering.
• Introduction of exhaustive propagation (EP) into the proposed methods to create
SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP, helping improving accuracy.
• Application of semi-supervised temporal clustering to spontaneous continuous emo-
tion segmentation.
• Application of semi-supervised temporal clustering to human motion segmentation.
2
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the fundamentals necessary to understand the concepts
of semi-supervised temporal clustering. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 explain, respectively, some
time series representations and some similarity measures. Section 2.3 discusses some of the
main tasks in the field of time series. Section 2.4 describes time series segmentation and
explains popular methods of carrying out segmentation. Section 2.5 gives an overview of
clustering methods, and Section 2.6 explains the kernel k -means clustering algorithm and
other traditional algorithms. Section 2.7 introduces semi-supervised clustering and how
constraints are used as supervision. Finally, Section 2.8 explains temporal clustering.
Chapter 3 introduces the proposed methods and offers some considerations about the
use of constraints. Chapter 3 also provides a theoretical comparison with subsequence time
series (STS). Section 3.1 derives the problem of temporal clustering, and Section 3.2 revisits
the ACA method to give some background. Section 3.3 explains the process of adding
supervision in the form of pairwise constraints to ACA, using the semi-supervised kernel
k -means framework. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 introduce the two proposed methods, SSACA
and SSTSC, respectively. Section 3.6 explains how an exhaustive constraint propagation is
added to SSACA and SSTSC to create SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP, which are explained
in Sections 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. Finally, Sections 3.9 and 3.10 discuss some theoretical
considerations related to the proposed methods.
Chapter 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed methods when applied to syn-
thetic data. Section 4.1 presents the setup of the experiments and some quantitative and
qualitative evaluation measures. Section 4.2 shows some comparative results of the pro-
posed methods in a synthetic dataset and a complete analysis of how different variables
can influence these methods.
Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed methods when applied to real-
world applications. Before analyzing the results, this chapter gives an overview of the
problem of emotion analysis and human motion segmentation. Section 5.1 introduces
emotion analysis in the context of the visual modality, and how facial expression relates to
emotion states. It also describes the fundamental steps required to develop an automatic
facial expression recognition system, and differentiates the two most common ways to
interpret emotion: categorical and dimensional models. Finally, Section 5.1.2 shows results
of the comparison between the proposed methods and other related methods on the VAM
Corpus dataset, and Section 5.1.5 shows results and comparisons on the AVEC emotion
dataset. Section 5.2 discusses the problem of human motion segmentation and shows the
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results of the comparisons between the proposed methods and other related methods when
applied to a motion capture dataset.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, and discusses future extensions of this research,
as well as additional applications that might benefit from the proposed methods. Also
provided in this chapter is a list of publications produced by this research.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter presents an overview of some fundamental concepts of temporal clustering
and semi-supervised methods. The overview starts with some concepts of time series.
Later, some background on clustering algorithms is discussed, with a particular emphasis
on kernel-based methods, which are the focus of this thesis. This chapter also discusses the
concept of semi-supervised clustering and how constraints can be used to aid the clustering
process. The chapter closes with a review of related work.
2.1 Time Series Representation
According to [9], a time series is a collection of chronological observations. Representation
of time series poses a fundamental problem, especially when the goal is to reduce their
dimensionality of the time series. The simplest method of representing a time series is by
sampling. Sampling involves selecting data representatives at fixed intervals, such that a
more concise representation can be obtained. However, if the sampling rate is too low,
this approach can result in distortions in the shape of the representation. An alternative
method of representation is to use the average value of the data points within fixed-sized
windows. This method is also known as piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA)[10].
Similar variations on this method have also been proposed, such as adaptive piecewise
constant approximation (APCA)[11], in which the length of the window is adaptable, and
piecewise linear representation (PLR).
Another type of time series representation involves transformation of the time series
from the time domain to a different domain. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is a popular
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transformation technique, first used by [12]. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Haar
transform [13], and singular value decomposition (SVD) [14] offer alternative approaches
to DFT.
Another family of representation consists of transforming numeric time series into a
symbolic representations. SAX [15] is an example of this type of approach. This method
first transform the data into a PAA representation, and then symbolizes the PAA into a
discrete string. A benefit of this type of representation is its ability to produce distance
measures that lower bounds the distance measures in the original series. In other words,
SAX allows the use of various algorithms, such as clustering, classification, and anomaly
detection, in the new representation, while still obtaining the same results.
2.2 Similarity Measures
Similarity measure plays a major role in solving many time series tasks. The most com-
monly used distance measure for time series is the Euclidean distance, also known as
L2-norm. Given two time series T and Q of size n, the Euclidean distance is given by:
Dist(P,Q) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(pi − qi)2. (2.1)
[16] describes this family of distance as lock-step measures, which refer to all the distance
measures comparing the ith point of one time series to the ith point of another time series.
They also include the other Lp norms, such as L1-norm (city block distance); Linf -norm;
and DISSIM [17]. Another category of distance is called elastic measures, which include
distance measures that allow for comparison of either one-to-many points or one-to-none
(e.g., LCSS). Some of the distance measures which fall into this category are Longest
Common SubSequence (LCSS) [18], Edit Sequence on Real Sequence, Swale, Edit Distance
with Real Penalty (ERP) [19], and dynamic time warping (DTW) [20]. In contrast with
lock-step measures, which only compare time series of the same sizes, elastic measures have
the capability to measure time series of different sizes and handle local time shifting – i.e.,
time series that are similar, but are out of phase.
More recently, two other categories of similarity measures were proposed. The first
of these categories is threshold-based measure, and the second is pattern-based measure.
TQuEST [21] distance is an example of threshold-based distance. TQuEST transforms
the time series into threshold-crossing time intervals, wherein the points within each time
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interval have values greater than a threshold τ . Then, each interval is treated in a two-
dimensional space, the first dimension being starting time, and the second being the ending
time. Later, the similarity is defined as the Minkowski sum of the two sequences of time
interval points. SpADe [22] is an example of pattern-based similarity measure, the second of
the recent measures. SpADe attempts to detect matching segments within the entire time
series by shifting and scaling in both temporal and amplitudinal dimensions. The similarity
is represented by the set of matching pattern with the greatest degree of likeness.
2.2.1 Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic time warping is one of the most frequently used measures in time series. This
technique was proposed by [20] as an application for speech recognition. DTW allows for
the measurement of similarities between temporal sequences which varies in time or speed,
and can be computed by dynamic programming. Dynamic programming is a method for
solving complex problems by recursively breaking them down into simpler subproblems.
The complexity of DTW is O(n2); however, there are lower bound implementations with
amortized complexities [23].
In order to align a sequence P of length n, and a sequence Q of length m using DTW,
certain steps are necessary. The first step is to create a n-by-m matrix M , where the
(ith, jth) element of the matrix mi,j is a squared distance (Euclidean distance) d(pi, qi) =
(pi − qi)2 corresponding with the alignment between points pi and qj. Second, in order
to find the best alignment between the two sequences, the algorithm must retrieve a path
through the matrix that minimizes the total cumulative distance. The optimal path is the
one that minimizes the warping cost
DTW (P,Q) = min

√√√√ K∑
k=1
wk
 , (2.2)
where wk is an element (i, j)k of the warping path W , which is a contiguous set of matrix
elements that defines a mapping between P and Q. Its kth element is defined as Wk(ik, jk)
and W = w1, w2, . . . , wk, . . . , wK , where max(m,n) ≤ K < m+ n− 1.
The warping path is subject to some constraint sets. The first constraint set is called
boundary condition, and it requires that the warping start and finish diagonally. The
second set of constraints is the continuity, meaning that if wk = (a, b), then wk−1 = (a′, b′),
where a−a′ ≤ 1 and b−b′ ≤ 1. The continuity constraint only allows to the warping path,
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cells that are adjacent. The third constraint set only allows a − a′ ≥ 0 and b − b′ ≥ 0,
which forces the points in W to be monotonically spaced in time.
The optimization can be executed by dynamic programming, in order to evaluate the
following recurrence equation
γ(i, j) = d(pi, qj) +min {γ(i− 1, j − 1), γ(i− 1, j), γ(i, j − 1)} , (2.3)
where d(pi, qj) is the distance found in the current cell, and γ(i, j) is the cumulative distance
of d(i, j), and the minimum cumulative distance of the three adjacent cells. Although
DTW creates a distance-like measure between time sequences, one drawback of using it as
an approach is that it does not guarantee the triangle inequality property.
2.2.2 Dynamic Time Alignment Kernel (DTAK)
Dynamic time alignment kernel (DTAK) [24] is another technique that aligns time series,
and offers a metric for calculating distances between them. DTAK is an extension of
DTW; however, in contrast with DTW, DTAK satisfies the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
and can also be solved efficiently by dynamic programming. Much like DTW, when given
a sequence X = [x1, . . . , xnx ] ∈ Rd×nx and a sequence Y = [y1, . . . , yny ] ∈ Rd×ny , DTAK
creates a cumulative kernel matrix U ∈ Rnx×ny which can be computed recursively by
uij = max

ui−1,j + kij
ui−1,j−1 + 2kij
ui,j−1 + ki,j,
(2.4)
such that u11 = 2k11 where kij = φ(x
T
i )φ(yj) = exp
(
−‖xi−yj‖2
2σ2
)
, which is the frame kernel
matrix K ∈ Rnx×ny . The distance between X and Y is given by
τ(X,Y) =
unxny
nx + ny
. (2.5)
[25] points out one of the drawbacks of DTAK: it is not necessarily a strictly positive
definite kernel, and a regularization of the kernel matrix therefore needs to be performed.
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2.3 Time Series Tasks
Time series is widely studied in the field of data mining, and includes several related
research areas, such as finding similar time series, subsequence searching in time series,
dimensionality reduction, and segmentation.
A summary list of some of the main time series tasks includes [15]:
• Indexing: Consists of finding the most similar data series in a database, given a
query time series P and a similarity measure.
• Clustering: Consists of organizing time series into similar groups, such that time
series in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other groups,
given a similarity measure.
• Classification: Consists of assigning a given unlabelled time series P to a predefined
class.
• Summarization: Consists of creating a smaller (possibly graphical) representation
of a very large time series P , such that it retains its essential features.
• Anomaly Dectection: Consists of finding anomalies (unexpected, surprising, in-
consistent) in the sections of a given time series P , given a model of “normal”behaviour.
• Segmentation: Consists of partitioning a given time serie P into k segments that
are internally homogeneous [26].
2.4 Time Series Segmentation
A popular solution for segmentation in time series comes from solving the change detection
problem. Change-point detection consists of an analysis of changes on the distribution of
the points within a window of temporal observations, in order to locate their boundaries.
The standard solution as [9] describes consists of fixing the number of change-points, then
identifying their positions, and finally, determining functions for curve-fitting the intervals
between successive change-points. A typical strategy for triggering a change-point is when
the probability distributions of time series samples, over past and present intervals becomes
significantly different [27] [28]. However, this technique detects only local boundaries, and
does not provide a global model for temporal events.
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Another group of methods uses non-parametric approaches, such as kernel density
estimation, which are designed with no particular parametric assumptions. However, these
estimations exhibit reduced accuracy in high-dimensional problems. According to [29], a
recently-introduced strategy estimates the ratio of the probabilities directly without going
through density estimation [30] (e.g., kernel mean matching [31], the logistic-regression
method, and the Kullback-Leibler importance estimation procedure (KLIEP)), and has
shown promising results.
Another popular way of performing time series segmentation is through a switching
linear dynamic system (SLDS). Linear dynamical systems (LDSs) are useful in describing
dynamical phenomena. However, such phenomena change over time, and as a result,
the models that represent the phenomena also change. Switching several linear dynamic
systems over time allows for description of the dynamics of the time series. The switching
states in SLDS inference provide the segmentation of an input sequence implicitly. Because
of the intractability of finding exact inferences, some approximations have been proposed:
in [32], which casts the SLDS model as a dynamic Bayesian network; in [33], which presents
a data-driven MCMC (DD-MCMC) sampling method for approximate inference in SLDSs;
and [34], which uses a nonparametric Bayesian approach for learning switching dynamical
processes by extending the HDP-HMM formulation.
Other approaches tackle segmentation from the perspective of analyzing periodicity of
cyclic events [35] [36]. However, cyclic motion analysis only extracts segments of repeti-
tive motion, which may leave some portion of the signal unsegmented and therefore not
modelled.
Segmentation in video can be done by clustering frames and grouping those that are
assigned to the same cluster to form a segment. One example of this technique is proposed
by [37], which uses an action-based distance to group actions in a video by clustering
similar frames. However, this approach performs segmentation as a later step of clustering;
consequently it lacks a mechanism by which to incorporate the dynamics of the temporal
events in the clustering process, as [38] indicates. Another method to segment time series
involves obtaining segments that are internally homogeneous, and aim to minimize the
overall cost of the segmentation. In other words, the optimal k -segmentation of time series
s using costing function CostF (s1s2 . . . sk) is minimal among all possible k -segmentations
[39] [40]. This problem can be, however, stated as a clustering problem – if, for example
the overall cost function is defined as the minimization of the distances of the centre of the
clusters.
Some methods, however, attempt to solve the problem of segmentation as a global
model for temporal events. These methods actually solve the problem by minimizing the
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errors across various segments for each k cluster, in order to find the segments. This subset
of segmentation method relates to this thesis, and it is discussed in great detail in Section
2.8. First, however, some background on clustering algorithms must be given to further
contextualize the challenges addressed by this type of approach.
2.5 Clustering
Data clustering is the main task of unsupervised learning. Unlike supervised methods,
unlabelled data is used as the basis of learning: the data samples involved in the learning
process have no categories previously assigned. Clustering consists of grouping data points
into the same group, or “cluster,” as it is usually called, such that data points in the same
cluster are more similar to each other (internal criterion) than to those in another cluster
(external criterion). Figure 2.1 depicts an example of a cluster.
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Figure 2.1: 2D random points clustered by k -means algorithm.
⊗
represent the centroid
of each cluster.
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2.5.1 Clustering Objective Function
Consider a set X of n elements x1, . . . , xn that needs to be clustered in k subsets C1, . . . , Ck,
where elements in the same cluster are more similar to each other than the elements in a
different cluster. In order to make this statement a well-defined problem, it is necessary
to define an objective function that measures the quality of any partition of the data [41].
The challenge subsequently becomes a matter of finding the partitions that optimize the
objective function.
One simple way of defining an objective function for clustering is to use the sum-of-
squared-error. Let ni be the number of samples in Ci, and let µi be the mean of those
samples defined by
µi =
1
ni
N∑
x∈Ci
x. (2.6)
The sum-of-squared errors is defined by
Jc =
k∑
i=1
∑
x∈Ci
‖x− µi‖2. (2.7)
For a given cluster Ci , the mean vector µi is the best representative of samples Xi,
since it minimizes the sum of the squared lengths of the error vectors x− µi in the subset
Ci. Therefore, Jc is the total squared error incurred to represent the n samples x1, . . . , xn
by the k centres µ1, . . . , µk. The optimal partition is the one that minimizes Jc, whose
value depends on how the samples are grouped into clusters and the number of clusters.
This type of clustering is called minimum variance partition.
2.5.2 Similarity Measures
The clustering problem consists of finding a natural group of data that satisfies both an
internal and external criterion. In order to define that samples in one cluster are more
similar to one another than the samples in other clusters, a similarity measure must be
defined. The most straightforward way to defining similarity or dissimilarity between two
points is to use the distance between them. The distances most often used for a numerical
data x, y ∈ Rm are based on L2, L1 and L∞ norm.
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L2 norm is the Euclidean, distance defined by
d(x, y) = ((
m∑
i=1
|xi − yi|2) 12 ), (2.8)
L1 norm, which is also known as city block metric, and is defined by
d(x, y) = (
m∑
i=1
|xi − yi|), (2.9)
and L∞ norm or Chebyshev distance, defined by
d(x, y) = max
i
(|xi − yi|). (2.10)
A non-metric similarity function s(x, y) is another type of measurement that can be
used is to compare the angular similarity of two vectors x and y. Conventionally, this
function is symmetric and its value is large when x and y are similar in some way. The
function can, for example, be used to measure the angle between vectors x and y. In fact,
this measurement is the cosine of the angle between them.
s(x, y) =
xty
‖x‖‖y‖ (2.11)
Other types of similarity measurements are specific to categorical (nominal) data, in-
cluding Hamming distance (the number of attributes taking different values) and edit
distances. Yet, another class of similarity measures is based on kernels. Next section
discusses the use of kernel as a similarity measurement.
2.5.3 Kernel as Similarity Measure
Let us denote a set of n objects by S = (xi, . . . xn). Suppose that each object xi is an
element of a set X , and therefore, a representation φ(x) ∈ F is defined for each object. In
a classical representation the data set S is denoted as φ(S) = (φ(x1, . . . , φ(nn)). All the
methods explained above are based on this classical, individual representation of the data
as feature vectors. However, there is a whole family of methods based on a set of pairwise
comparisons. In other words, they are represented as real-valued comparison functions
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k : X × X → R, and the data set S is represented by the n × n matrix of pairwise
comparisons ki,j = k(xi, xj) [42]. This type of representation produces squared matrices,
which are completely independent of the nature of the objects being analyzed. As a result,
data of different natures can be analyzed with this unified framework, which is part of a
family of algorithms known as “kernel methods.”
2.6 Clustering Algorithms
Clustering algorithms are mainly categorized into partitional and hierarchical [1]. The
choice of which type of algorithms to use depends on the nature of the data being analyzed
and the prior knowledge available about the data. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of
the main types of clustering algorithms. This subsection will briefly introduces these two
categories.
2.6.1 Partitional Clustering
Partitioning algorithms, also known as “flat clustering”, divide data points into non-
overlapping clusters in order to optimize a certain criterion function such as the one defined
in Section 2.5.1. A standard algorithm that gives an effective representation of the parti-
tioning category is the k -means algorithm. The goal of k -means is to group the data points
into k partitions such that the distance between the points in each cluster and its centroid
is minimized. Refer to Algorithm 1, which outlines the algorithm’s pseudocode.
The algorithm performs a greedy minimization of the criterion function; however, there
is no guarantee of reaching a global minimum. The quality of the obtained solution depends
on the initial partitioning of the data points. An heuristic for obtaining a better (albeit
not optimal) solution is to repeat the algorithm, starting from different initial solutions,
and to return the solution with the minimum value of the criterion function.
Another partitioning algorithm is called k -medoids. K -medoids is a variation of k -
means, which instead of using the mean point to define the centre of the clusters, it uses
actual points to represent the cluster. As a result, this method is more robust to noises and
outliers. K -medoids determines the k centres, which are actual points, by minimizing the
sum of the distances between each point and the nearest centre. The Partitioning around
Medoids (PAM) is a method that implements this approach, and its time complexity is
O(K(N −K)2I), where N is the number of points, K is the number of clusters, and I the
number of iterations to converge [43].
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Figure 2.2: Taxonomy of clustering algorithms. [1]
Kernel Clustering
As discussed in Section 2.5.3, there is a family of methods (kernel methods) that use square
matrices that are symmetric-positive-definite. In other words, if k is an n × n matrix of
pairwise comparisons, it should satisfy ki,j = kj,i for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and c>kc ≥ 0 for
any c ∈ Rn, as described in [42]. This family of methods includes approaches such as SVM
[44], PCA, kernel k -means [45], Spectral Clustering [46], non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [47], and kernel Self-Organizing Maps [48].
Kernel k -means is one of the simplest kernel clustering algorithms, and is a non-linear
extension of the k -means. In kernel k -means, the Euclidean distance function is simply
replaced by a non-linear distance function, which has the capacity of projecting the data
into higher dimensions.
Kernel k -means is a partitioning clustering algorithm, in which n data points are divided
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Algorithm 1 k -means
1: Choose randomly k points centres C1,...,Ck.
2: while the clusters are changing do
3: Reassign the data points.
4: for i = 1→ n do
5: Assign data point xi to the cluster whose centre Cj is closest
6: end for
7: end while
8: Update the cluster centrers.
9: for j = 1→ k do
10: nj = number of points in Cj;
11: cj =
1
nj
∑
xi∈Cj xi
12: end for
into k disjoint groups by minimizing the within-cluster variation. It finds the partition of
the data that is a local optimum of the following energy function:
Jkkm(G) =
k∑
c=1
n∑
i=1
gci ‖φ(xi)− zc‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dist2φ(xi, zc)
= ‖X− ZG‖2F , s.t.GT1k = 1n, (2.12)
where xi ∈ Rd (see notation1.) is a vector representing the ith data point, φ(.) is a
nonlinear mapping function, and zc ∈ Rd represents the centroid of the data points in
cluster c. Matrix G ∈ {0, 1}k×n indicates, in a binary format, the cluster to which xi
belongs, and Z ∈ Rd×n is the actual value of the means.
The squared distance between the ith element and the centre of the cluster c represented
by dist2φ(xi, zc) can be calculated as:
dist2φ(xi, zc) = ki,i −
2
nc
n∑
j=1
gcjkij +
1
n2c
n∑
j1,j2=1
gcj1gcj2kj1j2 , (2.13)
where nc =
∑n
j=1 gcj represents the total number of samples that are in cluster c, and the
kernel function k is given by kij = φ(xi)
Tφ(xj).
1Bold capital letters denote a matrix X, bold lower-case letters a column vector x
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Kernel k -means follows the same approach as regular k -means, and assigns a data point
xi to the cluster whose mean z˙, which was computed in the previous step, it is closest to,
that is
gc∗i = 1, where c
∗
i = arg min
c
dist2φ(xi, z˙c). (2.14)
The algorithm subsequently updates the new cluster centres. Although kernel k -means
cannot explicitly compute the centres, there is no need to do so, because the distances
dist2φ(xi, z˙c) between the samples and the means can be retrieved from the kernel matrix.
2.6.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical algorithms construct the clusters by building a nested structure or tree, also
known as dendrogram (Figure 2.3). The root of the tree represents the top cluster, and
the leaf nodes represent the singleton clusters.
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Figure 2.3: Dendrogram
Unlike partitioning algorithms, hierarchical clustering does not require the number of
clusters to be specified. However, a flat-partition can be obtained by traversing the root
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of the dendrogram until a number of clusters arise. A flat-partition can also be acquired
by defining a threshold of the combination similarity between clusters and cutting off the
tree at this specific point.
The strategy for construction of the tree can be generated in two ways: agglomerative
hierarchical clustering (AHC) or divisive hierarchical clustering (DHC). AHC begins with
singleton clusters, and then merges the most similar pairs of clusters until all data is
grouped in one cluster. DHC operates in the opposite direction, with all the data points as
one cluster, and then a partition of the dissimilar groups into separate clusters until each
point becomes a singleton.
Of the two approaches AHC is more commonly used in applications ostensibly because
the DHC criterion is less natural and more computationally expensive. Instances of AHC
differ in their methods of calculating the similarities and distances between pairs of clusters.
The most common methods are:
1. Single-link clustering: The distance between two clusters is computed as the
distance between the two closest elements in the two clusters.
d(Ci, Cj) = min{d(xi, xj)|∀xi ∈ Ci,∀xj ∈ Cj (2.15)
2. Complete-link clustering: The distance between two clusters is computed as the
maximum distance between the farthest elements in two clusters.
d(Ci, Cj) = max{d(xi, xj)|∀xi ∈ Ci,∀xj ∈ Cj (2.16)
3. Average-link clustering: The distance between two clusters is computed as the
average distance between objects from the first cluster and objects from the second
cluster.
d(Ci, Cj) =
1
|Ci| × |Cj|
∑
xi∈Ci
xj∈Cj
d(xi, xj) (2.17)
The dendrogram that is generated using the hierarchical algorithm displays the struc-
ture of the data distribution. This type of structure allows for the number of clusters to
be chosen a posterior, unlike from k -means and k -median, which require a priori number
of clusters.
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Hierarchical clustering algorithms possess some limitations. AHC follows a greedy pro-
cess in order to decide whether to merge or split clusters. The decision, once made, is
never reconsidered in later steps. Another limitation of AHC is its computational com-
plexity (O(N3)) in the worst-case for computing pairwise similarities and iterations.
AHC includes many other approaches beyond those described above. Some of these
alternatives use hybrid algorithms, such as BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and
Clustering using Hierarchies) [49], to address the aforementioned limitations. Other al-
gorithms include CURE (Clustering Using REpresentatives), ROCK (RObust Clustering
using linKs), CHAMELEON, and SOTM (Self-organizing Hierarchical Variance Map) [50].
2.7 Semi-Supervised Clustering
In machine learning, unsupervised methods such as clustering algorithms have been used
in a variety of tasks, though mainly in exploratory data analysis. Some examples of these
tasks include group discovery, data compression, dimensionality reduction, and outlier
detection. In some certain tasks, some expert knowledge may be available, such as labels,
relationship between data, or global assumption that are part of the domains. The process
of leveraging extra knowledge is known as “semi-supervised learning”. Semi-supervised
learning exists at the intersection between supervised and unsupervised learning, and falls
into two categories:
1. Semi-supervised classification: Tasks falling into this category are, essentially,
supervised in the presence of low quantities of supervision. Semi-supervised classi-
fication uses the addition of unlabelled data to help supervised classifier learning.
Semi-supervised classification nevertheless suffers from the same limitations as other
supervised methods, including a priori knowledge of the number of classes and a
minimum number of training samples for each class.
2. Semi-supervised clustering: Also known as constrained clustering, semi-supervised
clustering is essentially an unsupervised method that uses the addition of some super-
vision to support the clustering process. Classes are not known beforehand; therefore,
there is no need for a minimum number of data samples for each class.
The reason why semi-supervised clustering is also known as “constrained clustering”
is because constraints are the typical approach to leveraging supervision in the clustering
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process. These constraints usually come in pairs, and are commonly known as “pairwise
constraints.”
Methods such Constrained K-means Clustering with Background Knowledge represent
a category of semi-supervised clustering algorithms. COP-KMEANS, as the authors of
[3] call their algorithm, is a modification of the popular k -means algorithm that uses
instance-level constraints in the form of must-link and cannot-link constraints. During the
assignment phase of k -means, in which points are assigned to the closest clusters, COP-
KMEANS ensures that no constraint is broken, guiding the clustering process towards a
more appropriate partitioning of the data.
Basu et al. [51] propose a probabilistic model for semi-supervised clustering, based on
Hidden Markov random fields (HMRFs). Their model is a combination of a constraint-
based method, which uses constraints to modify the objective function, and a distance-
based method, which trains similarities to satisfy constraints. This method partitions the
data into k clusters, such that the total distortion between the points and the representa-
tives of the clusters is minimized, and a minimum number of constraints are violated in
the process.
Anand et al. [4] propose a kernel mean shift algorithm that incorporates pairwise
constraints. Their method first maps the data to a high-dimensional kernel space. Then,
by using a linear transformation, the points are projected to a space where the constraints
are enforced. The authors show that this transformation can be achieved implicitly by
modifying the kernel matrix. This method is another effort directed towards transforming
an established clustering algorithm into semi-supervised clustering.
2.7.1 Pairwise Constraints
The use of extra knowledge in the clustering process can be of great value for improving
accuracy, or even for creating clusters with desirable geometric properties [52]. One way of
incorporating this extra knowledge is through the introduction of constraints. Constraints
can be introduced at the cluster level (group of instances), in ways such as constraining the
size of a cluster [53], constraining neighbours in a cluster to be within a certain threshold
distance [54], or forcing time contiguity of instances in a temporal clustering [55]. Con-
straints can also be introduced at the instance level. The most common instance-level
constraints are must-link and cannot-link [56]. A must-link constraint denotes that two
instances x and y must be in the same cluster, whereas a cannot-link constraint denotes
that two instance x and y must not be in the same cluster. Figure 2.4 illustrates the con-
cept of must-links and cannot-links. In many situations where there is no domain expert
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available, feedback in the form of these two constraints is easier to acquire, compared to
the actual label. Since must-link constraints share symmetrical, reflexive, and transitive
properties, it can be inferred that, if (x, y) ∈M and (y, z) ∈M ⇒ (x, z) ∈M, where M
represents a set of must-links. Therefore, it is possible to infer extra pairs of constraints
by applying transitive closure.
Must-link
Cannot-link
Figure 2.4: Pairwise constraints in the form of must-link and cannot-link
The use of pairwise constraints can also contribute to seeding the cluster initialization.
For example, during cluster initialization, points that are must-links should start in the
same cluster, whereas points that are cannot-links should start in different clusters.
2.8 Temporal Clustering
Temporal clustering (TC) can be defined as the partitioning of multiple time series into a
set of non-overlapping segments that belong to k temporal clusters [38]. Temporal clus-
tering is similar to normal clustering in that both require a similarity measures, clustering
algorithms, and evaluation criteria; however, the temporal nature of the data requires spe-
cial treatment when it comes to one or more of these components. The two major ways
of handling time series are either to modify existing static data-clustering algorithms to
handle time, or to convert the time series into a form that works with static algorithms.
The former approach relies, in most cases, on modifying the similarity measure to an ap-
propriate measure of time series, such as DTW and DTAK. The latter maps the time series
into a different representation or domain that embeds the temporal information – such as
Wavelets, Fourier, and Haar transform [9] – or into a number of model parameters, and
then applies the conventional static data clustering algorithm.
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Temporal clustering can be used as a tool to solve segmentation problems. Applying a
clustering approach to the segmentation problem requires global modelling of all temporal
segments in a time series, instead of only finding local boundaries. As a result, simply
using some of the traditional time series segmentation techniques, such as change point
detection, may not produce satisfactory results. HACA [25] and ACA [7] solve this problem
by minimizing errors across various segments for each k cluster, yet, all of these methods
lack mechanisms for adding supervision.
Most of the time series clustering techniques, such as the ones reviewed in [57], assume
that the time series are already segmented, which underlies the main difference between
the traditional time series clustering techniques and TC.
2.9 Related Work
Semi-supervised temporal clustering, as its name suggests, combines temporal and semi-
supervised clustering in order to perform temporal segmentation. Much like general clus-
tering approaches, temporal segmentation using clustering may not produce satisfactory
results, due to being a completely unsupervised approach. In some situations, however,
prior high-level knowledge exists about the segments, or some labeled data is available.
This information can be used to aid the clustering algorithm.
However, there are few methods discussed in the literature dealing with both temporal
and semi-supervised aspects. Of the few methods available, temporal-driven constrained k -
means (TDCK) [55] shows the best results compared to other methods such as TCK-means
[58], Constrained k -means, and Temporal-Driven k -means, as described in [59]. TDCK
offers a framework to model external information and add it to an unsupervised algorithm.
Originally created as a solution to the problem of detecting typical evolution patterns,
such as country evolutions, TDCK also provides benefits to applications for social network
analysis, such as detecting social roles. Intuitively, TDCK adds must-links between all the
pairs of observations belonging to the same entity. This mechanism, however, restricts the
method to lower control at the instance level, and does not allow the use of cannot-links.
[60] describes a similar method, which combines discriminative cluster analysis (DCA)
with a temporal and a semi-supervised term. The paper describes a semi-supervised tempo-
ral clustering algorithm used to group large amounts of multimodal data into different ac-
tivities. Similar to the approach used in [55], the constraints penalize non-smooth changes
(over time) on the assigned clusters. However, there is no control over the granularity of
the temporal term, and there is also no robust metric between time series.
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2.9.1 Temporal-Driven Constrained K-means
The goal of TDCK is to cluster observations xi ∈ X , which are descriptions of entities
at a given timestamp written as triples (entity, timestamp, description): xi = (x
φ
i , x
t
i, x
d
i ),
where xdi ∈ D is the vector in the multidimensional description space that describes the
entity xi ∈ Φ in time xti ∈ T , while taking into account both the temporal component and
the multidimensional description [59]. TDCK-means searches to minimize the following
objective function:
∑
µj∈M
∑
xi∈Cj
‖xi − µj‖TA + ∑
xk /∈C|
xφk=x
φ
i
w(xi, xk)
 , (2.18)
where ‖·‖TA is a temporal dissimilarity measure, w(xi, xj) is the cost function that de-
termines the penalty of clustering adjacent observations of the same entity into different
clusters, and Cj is the set of observations in cluster j.
The temporally-aware dissimilarity measure combines distances, both in the multidi-
mensional space D and in the time space T , and is described as follows:
‖xi − xj‖TA = 1−
(
1− γd
‖xdi − xdj‖2
∆x2max
)
×(
1− γt
‖xti − xtj‖2
∆t2max
)
,
(2.19)
where γd is the weight given to the multidimensional component of the temporally-aware
dissimilarity measure, and γt is the weight of the temporal component. The cost function
w(xi, xj) encourages temporally-adjacent observations that belong to the same entity to
be assigned to the same cluster. The cost function is defined as:
w(xi, xj) = β × e
− 1
2
( ‖xti−xtj‖
δ
)2
1[xφi = x
φ
j ] (2.20)
[59] compares TDCK to other methods available in the literature – such as TCK-
means [58], Constrained k -means, Temporal-Driven k -means – and proves it to be the
most effective approach to temporal clustering.
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Chapter 3
Proposed Semi-Supervised Temporal
Clustering
The problem addressed in this research is different from simple clustering of time series,
which refers to the problem of clustering time series when they are already segmented.
More specifically, it is a temporal clustering problem, which is explained in Section 3.1. The
main goal of this chapter is to explain the process of adding side information to a temporal
clustering algorithm. The approaches proposed in this chapter are an extension of aligned
cluster analysis (ACA), a temporal-clustering method, which is described in Section 3.2.
The particular mechanism of which side information is added to the clustering method
is based on the semi-supervised kernel k -means framework, which is explained in Section
3.3. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 detail the two proposed methods, semi-supervised aligned cluster
analysis (SSACA) and semi-supervised temporal spectral clustering (SSTSC), and Section
3.6 discusses a constraint-propagation mechanism used to extend SSACA and SSTSC. The
extended methods are discussed in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. Finally, Section 3.9 elaborates on
the use of constraints on semi-supervised methods, and Section 3.10 explains the differences
between the proposed methods and subsequence time series (STS).
3.1 The Problem of Temporal Clustering
Given a time series X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ Rd×n, find a vector s ∈ Rm that contains the
start positions of m segments, where m is the total number of segments, and each segment
X[sj ,sj+1) starts at the position sj, and ends at the position sj+1 − 1, such that similar
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segments are grouped into k clusters, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. In other words, temporal
clustering (TC) performs temporal segmentation while simultaneously grouping segments
into similar clusters. Although TC is a relatively less explored problem, it is especially
important for applications such as human motion analysis, audio-visual emotion analysis,
animal behaviour analysis, and speaker diarization.
a posterior, di↵erently from k -means and k -median that need to have a priori number of
clusters defined.
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Figure 3.1: Temporal Clustering
Aligned Cluster An lysis, which is discussed in Section 3.2, is a method that tackles
this prob em by minimizing an obj ctive function through dynamic progra ming (DP).
3.2 Aligned Cluster Analysis (ACA)
Aligned cluster analysis (ACA) [7] is an extension of the kernel k -means clustering algo-
rithm that akes nto account te por l ordering of fra es. ACA combines kernel k -means
with dynamic time alignment kernel (DTAK) (see Section 2.2.2 for details)
The goal of ACA is to decompose a seg ent X = [x1, . . . ,xn] ∈ Rd×n into m disjoint
segments, where each segmen belongs to a single k cluste . Each segment is constraine
by a maximum length nmax, which controls the temporal granularity of th segmentation,
and it is defined as an i put parameter. The ith segment Yi = X[si,si+1) = [xsi , . . . ,xsi+1]
begins at position si and ends at si+1 − 1, such that ni = si+1 − si ≤ nmax. An indicator
matrix G ∈ {0, 1}k×m assigns each segment to a cluster: gci = 1 if Yi belongs to cluster c;
othe wise, gci = 0.
ACA achiev s temporal clustering by minimizing:
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Jaca(G, s) =
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gci ‖ψ(X[si,si+1))− zc‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dist2ψ(Yi, zc)
=
‖[ψ(Y1), . . . , ψ(Ym)− ZG‖2F ,
s.t.GT1k = 1m and si+1 − si ∈ [1, nmax],
(3.1)
where G ∈ {0, 1}k×m is a cluster indicator matrix, and s ∈ Rm+1 is the vector that
contains the start1 of each segment.Y = X[si,si+1) indicates a segment. In the case of ACA,
the dist2ψ(Yi, zc) is the squared distance between the ith segment and the centre of cluster
c in the nonlinear mapped feature space represented by ψ(.); that is,
dist2ψ(Yi, zc) = τi,i −
2
mc
m∑
j=1
gcjτij +
1
m2c
m∑
j1,j2=1
gcj1gcj2τj1j2 , (3.2)
where mc =
∑m
j=1 gcj represents the total number of segments in cluster c, and the dynamic
kernel function τ is given by τij = ψ(Yi)
Tψ(Yj). Equation 2.5 shows this calculation using
DTAK.
Optimizing the temporal clustering problem described in Equation 3.2 is NP-hard.
However, by applying a coordinate-descent scheme that uses dynamic programming to
compute s and G with a winner-takes-all strategy, it is possible to produce an efficient
solution.
3.2.1 Optimization of ACA
The strategy proposed by [25] consists of breaking the problem into the following subprob-
lems at each iteration:
G, s = arg min
G,s
Jaca(G, s) = arg min
G,s
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gcidist
2
ψ(Yi, z˙c) (3.3)
1There is a dummy position sm+1 = n+ 1 kept for the last segment.
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where z˙c is the implicitly computed cluster mean from the segmentation (G˙, s˙), calculated
in the previous step. Trying to find all the possible segments by brute force is an infeasible
task: for a segment of length n, the number of possible segments s is O(2n). However, using
a dynamic-programming-based algorithm, it is possible to make the complexity polynomial
instead of exponential.
Equation 3.3 can be rewritten as
Jaca(G, s) =
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gcidist
2
ψ(Yi, zc). (3.4)
To take advantage of the relationship between G and s an auxiliary function, J(·) : [1, n]→
R,
J(v) = min
G,s
Jaca (G, s) |x[1,v] (3.5)
was created. This auxiliary function relates the minimum energy directly with the tail
position v of the subsequence X[1,v) = [x1,x2, . . . ,xv]. Moreover, J(·) satisfies the principle
of optimality, i.e.,
J(v) = min
1<i≤v
(
J(i− 1) + min
G,s
Jaca(G, s)|x[1,v]
)
, (3.6)
which suggests that an optimal decomposition of subsequence X[1,v] is only achieved when
the two sides X[1,i−1] and X[i,v] are optimal, and their sum is minimal. By using Bellman’s
equation,
J(v) = min
v−nmax<i≤v
(
J(i− 1) + min
g
k∑
c=1
gcdist
2
ψ(X[i,v], z˙c)
)
, (3.7)
where dist2ψ(X[i,v], z˙c) is the squared distance between the segment X[i,v] and the centre of
the cluster c:
dist2ψ(X[i,v], z˙c) = τ(X[i,v],X[i,v])−
2
m˙c
m˙∑
j=1
g˙cjτ(X[i,v], Y˙j)+
1
m˙2c
m˙∑
j1,j2=1
g˙cj1 g˙cj2τ(Y˙j1 , Y˙j2).
(3.8)
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Once v = n, the function J(n) possesses the optimal segmentation that is being sought.
The inner values i∗v and g
∗
v = arg mini,g J(v) are the intermediate values of head position
and label of the last segment, respectively.
The ACA algorithm is divided into two phases: forward step and backward step. Before
beginning the forward step, the sequence X of length n is randomly segmented. In the
forward step, the algorithm scans from the beginning (v = 1) of the sequence to its end
(v = n). For each v, the respective J(v) is computed as described in Equation 3.7. For
every position i−nmax < i < v−1, the DTAK between the segment X[i,v] and each segment
Yj of each of the clusters, which is precomputed in the last iteration. Because the mean of
each cluster cannot be explicitly calculated, the values that are stored internally are the
head position i∗v, the label g
∗
v, and J(v) that has the lowest value. Once the forward step
is complete, the algorithm starts the backward step, which traces back from the end of
the sequence (v = n) and cuts off the segment whose head s = i∗v. The indicator vector
g = g∗v can be retrieved from the stored positions. This operation is repeated for the entire
sequence (v = i∗v − 1). Both steps are repeated until J(n) converges.
3.3 Applying Semi-Supervised Framework to ACA
A theoretical equivalence between weighted kernel k -means and graph clustering has been
shown, unifying several vector- and graph-based approaches [5]. One implication of this
unification is that a single algorithm for semi-supervised clustering includes several objec-
tive functions in the same framework as special cases. Weighted Kernel k -means objec-
tive function captures a number of semi-supervised clustering objective functions, such as
HMRF k -means. HMRF k -means, with a certain distance and class of constraint penalty
function, can be expressed as a special case of weighted kernel k -means.
The semi-supervised clustering objective of HMRF can be expressed as
JHMRF (Z,G) =
k∑
c=1
n∑
i=1
gci‖xi − zc‖2
−
∑
xi,xj∈M
gi=gj
wij +
∑
xi,xj∈C
gi=gj
wij,
(3.9)
where M is the set of must-link constraints, C is the set of cannot-link constraints, wij
is the constant cost for violating or complying with a constraint xi and xj, and gi refers
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to the cluster label of xi. There are three terms in this objective function. The first
term is the unsupervised k -means term of the objective function. The distance ‖xi − zc‖2
can be represented as a matrix of pairwise squared Euclidean distances among the data
points (see [5] for proof). We refer later to this distance matrix as S. The second term is
based on the must-link constraints, which state that, every xi and xj that are must-links,
and are in the same cluster, have satisfied that constraint, and, as a result, the objective
function is rewarded by subtracting some pre-specified weight. Similarly, the third term
in the objective function states that, every xi and xj that are cannot-links, and are in
the same cluster, have violated that constraint, so the objective function is penalized by
some pre-specified penalty weight. Later, the second and third terms of the function are
incorporated in a single matrix W.
As previously mentioned, for the equivalence of the HMRF k-means and the weighted
kernel k -means to hold, it is necessary to construct a specific kernel matrix and set weights
in a certain way. A kernel matrix K should have two components: K = S + W. S is the
similarity matrix and comes from the unsupervised term, while W is the constraint matrix,
which incorporates the penalties and rewards of the constraints. Thus, this objective
function is mathematically equivalent to the weighted kernel k -means objective function.
In other words, weighted kernel k -means can be used to decrease the objective function.
It may be the case that K is not positive semidefinite, a requirement for the kernel
k -means to converge. This problem can be avoided by performing diagonal shifting [5],
which does not change the global optimal solution. However, in practice, it was observed
that diagonal shifting was not necessary in order to guarantee convergence.
ACA, as discussed in Section 3.2, is derived from kernel k -means. In fact, ACA is a
segment-based kernel k -means controlled by a length constraint nmax. If nmax = 1, each
segment consists of a single frame, and ACA becomes a special case of kernel k -means.
3.4 Semi-Supervised ACA (SSACA)
In semi-supervised aligned cluster analysis (SSACA), the equivalence of ACA and
weighted kernel k -means is used to incorporate the kernel k -means semi-supervised frame-
work into ACA. Therefore, the two cost terms, which are derived from the must-link and
cannot-link, are incorporated into the objective function. The must-links and cannot-links
are informed as inputs to the algorithm, defined by the user in the form of pairs of segments
(vectors containing the start and end of each segment). Thus, the objective function of
SSACA can be written as
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Jssaca(G, s) =
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gci ‖ψ(X[si,si+1))− zc‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dist2ψ(Yi, zc)
−
∑
Yi,Yj∈M
gi=gj
wij +
∑
Yi,Yj∈C
gi=gj
wij,
(3.10)
whereM is the set of must-link constraints, C is the set of cannot-link constraints, and wij is
the constant cost for violating or respecting a constraint between Yi and Yj. G ∈ {0, 1}k×m
is an indicator matrix that assigns each segment to a cluster: gci = 1 if Yi belongs to cluster
c; otherwise, gci = 0, and s ∈ Rm+1 is the vector that contains the start of each segment,
and as described in Equation 3.3. The distance dist2ψ(Yi, zc) is explained in Equation 3.2.
Like the objective function of HMRF k -means, the objective function of SSACA can be
represented by three terms, an unsupervised term, a must-link term, and a cannot-link
term. These terms can be written in matrix form.
T = [τij]m×m ∈ Rm×m is the segment kernel matrix that represents the similarity of
the segments using DTAK, and is the matrix representation on the unsupervised term of
the objective function. Because the constraints are held in the segment level, there are
two kernel matrices: K and T. K is the frame kernel matrix, K = φ(X)Tφ(X) ∈ Rn×n,
and each entry kij defines the similarity between two frames, xi and xj. To use the same
framework, the kernel matrix should be constructed as T˜ = T + W, where T represents
the similarity matrix in the segment level described previously, and W is the constraint
matrix. W = [wij]m×m ∈ Rm×m represents the must-link and cannot-link term of the
objective function, where wij = wij for must-links and wij = −wij for cannot-links. Figure
3.2 illustrates the different matrices.
The SSACA algorithm in its entirety consists of two main steps. The first step is the
inclusion of the constraints in the similarity matrix, represented by step 1 of Algorithm
2. The second step, explained above, is the search process for optimizing the objective
function, represented by step 5 of Algorithm 2. This search process is repeated until no
more changes in the final partition of the data are observed, or until the process reaches a
maximum number of iterations.
The search algorithm that searches for the segmentation (G˙, s˙) which minimizes J is
discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.2: (a) shows the frame kernel matrix K, where each entry kij defines the similarity
between two frames, xi and xj. (b) shows the segment kernel matrix calculated by DTAK.
(c) shows the constraint matrix W.
3.4.1 Optimizing SSACA
The optimization of SSACA’s objective function is a non-convex problem. ACA adopts a
dynamic-programming-based (DP-based) algorithm, which has a complexity of O(n2nmax)
to examine all possible segmentations as its primary method. In SSACA, an adaptation
of the DP-based search into a semi-supervised framework is proposed, in which pairwise
constraints are incorporated to the algorithm. The same general strategy adopted in ACA
to break the problem into subproblems is adopted for SSACA. At every iteration, the
following subproblem is solved:
G, s = arg min
G,s
Jssaca(G, s) = arg min
G,s
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gcidist
2
ψ(Yi, z˙c)
−
∑
Yi,Yj∈M
gi=gj
wij +
∑
Yi,Yj∈C
gi=gj
wij,
(3.11)
where z˙c is the implicitly-computed cluster mean from the segmentation (G˙, s˙), calculated
in the previous step.
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Algorithm 2 SS Aligned Cluster Analysis (SSACA)
input: K ∈ Rn×n: input frame kernel matrix, T ∈ Rm×m: input segment kernel matrix,
W ∈ Rm×m: constraint penalty, k: number of clusters,M: set of must-link constraints,
C: set of cannot-link constraints, s˙: initial segmentation , tmax: optional maximum
number of iterations.
output: G ∈ {0, 1}k×n: Final partitioning of the points, s: Final segmentation.
1: Form the kernel matrix T˜ = T + W.
2: Diagonal-shift T˜ by adding σI to guarantee positive definiteness of T˜.
3: Get initial clusters G(0) using constraints.
4: while G 6= G0 or iter > tmax do
5: G, s = SSDPSearch(G(0), s˙, K, T˜, M , C, k).
6: G0 ← G;
7: iter = iter + 1;
8: end while
9: Return G, s;
SSACA can be rewritten as the sum of the following distances:
Jssaca(G, s) =
k∑
c=1
m∑
i=1
gcidist
2
ψ(Yi, zc)−
∑
Yi,Yj∈M
gi=gj
wij +
∑
Yi,Yj∈C
gi=gj
wij. (3.12)
Similar to ACA, an auxiliary function J(·) : [1, n] → R (see Equations 3.5 and 3.6) that
satisfies the principle of optimality can be introduced to form a direct relation between the
minimum energy and the tail position v of the subsequence X[1,v) = [x1,x2, . . . ,xv]. By
using Bellman’s equation, the following optimization problem can be derived:
J(v) = min
v−nmax<i≤v
(
J(i− 1) + min
g
k∑
c=1
gcdist
2
ψ(X[i,v], z˙c)
−
∑
Yi,Yj∈M
gi=gj
wij +
∑
Yi,Yj∈C
gi=gj
wij
 , (3.13)
where dist2ψ(X[i,v], z˙c) is the squared distance between the segment X[i,v] and the centre of
the cluster c, as given by Equation 3.8.
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Directly solving Equation 3.13 results in a complexity of O(n2n2max), which corresponds
to computing τ(X[i,v], Y˙) for all i, v, and j. However, by using dynamic programming, it is
possible to minimize J more efficiently. The algorithmic implementation of Equation 3.13
that uses dynamic programming to solve J by using a cumulative kernel matrix, proposed
by [25], was adapted to make use of the extra information given by the pairwise constraints.
Calculating τ(X[i,v], Y˙) effectively involves using a cumulative U ∈ Rnv×n˙j , where
nv = v − i + 1 and n˙j are respective sizes of the segments X[i,v] and Y˙. In the effi-
cient implementation, U ∈ Rnmax×nmax×n is a matrix that retains the kernel calculations of
all previously calculated segments; therefore, the calculation uses the previous results, e.g.
τ(X[i,v−1], Y˙), to quickly calculate the next segment τ(X[i,v], Y˙). In other words,
τ(X[i,v], Y˙) =
U(nv, v¯, s˙j+1 − 1)
nv + n˙j
,
where U(nv, v¯, s˙) = max

U(nv, v¯, s˙− 1) + kvs˙
U(nv − 1, v − 1, s˙− 1) + 2kvs˙
U(nv − 1, v − 1, 8˙) + kvs˙,
(3.14)
where s˙ ∈ [s˙j, s˙j+1) and U is initialized at U(1, v, s) = 2kvs˙j for each v ∈ [1, n] and j ∈
[1, m˙]. However, since some segments are known a priori based on the pairwise constraints,
the algorithm does not need to check for every v ∈ [1, n]. Instead, when v, which is the tail
part of the segment being calculated, is part of a known segment X[i,v], the algorithm can
skip all the intermediate steps that process the interval from [i, v] in order to calculate U
and retrieve the segment similarities directly from the initial segmentation kernel matrix
T, which contains the correct segmentation of the known segments. Empirically speaking,
the algorithm can skip some of the processing when the search process reaches a known
segment. The search process follows the same strategy as ACA, and divides the process
into two phases:
1. Forward phase: The forward phase consists of scanning the entire sequence, from
v = 1 to v = n, where v ∩ X[i,v] = ∅. At every interval i − nmax < i < v − 1, the
sequence X[i,v] has its similarity measured against the segments Yj precomputed in
the previous iteration by DTAK, as described in Equation 3.14. The computed values
for the head position i∗v, the label g
∗
v, and J(v) with the lowest values are stored in
a table, which will be traced back in the backward phase.
2. Backward phase: The backward phase consists of tracing backwards from the end
of the sequence (v = n) and cutting off the sequence where the head s = i∗. The
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indication vector g = g∗v can be indexed from the stored positions. This operation is
repeated until v, which is given by (v = i∗v − 1), is v = 1.
This process is repeated until J(n) converges, or, in other words, until no more changes
in the segmentation S and indication matrix G occur. The complete process is depicted
in Figure 3.3.
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quadratic; however, as the number of constraints increases, the complexity exponentially
decreases.
The complexity decrease of SSACA can be translated in terms of time processing.
Figure 3.3 shows the time of SSACA as well as some variations of SSACA that will be
discussed in section 3.10 compared to their original method ACA.
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Figure 3.3: Wall time of the proposed semi-supervised methods compared to a completely
unsupervised method.
Note that the time processing of the semi-supervised methods start o↵ slower. This
behaviour is caused by some extra checking done by the algorithm specifically in line 1 and
4 of algorithm 3. However, the overhead caused by this extra checking is compensated by
skipping the processing of the known segments. The gains in the time processing starts to
be visible as the number of constraints increases. The time processing displayed in table
3.3 does not account for the extra processing that is needed for the initial seeding, which
consist of making sure that when first initializing the clusters the constrained segments are
grouped consistently according to their must-link and cannot-links definitions. However,
in practice, inconsistent cluster initializations still managed to return good results as can
be seen in experiments of section 5.1.3. sj sj +1 sj +2 sm X[sj ,sj+1) X[sj+1,sj+2) X[sj+2,sj+3)
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cannot-link
which implies that the optimal decomposition of the
subsequence X½1;v" is achieved only when the segmentations
on both sides ofX½1;i#1" andX½i;v" are optimal and their sum is
minimal. Although the number of possible ways to decom-
pose the sequence X is exponential in n, dynamic program-
ming [53] offers an efficient approach to minimize Jð%Þ by
using Bellman’s equation, which is
JðvÞ ¼ min
v#nmax<i(v
!
Jði# 1Þ þmin
g
Xk
c¼1
gcdist
2
 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
#$
; ð14Þ
where dist2 ðX½i;v"; _zcÞ is the squared distance between the
segment X½i;v" and the center of class c:
dist2 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
# ¼ !"X½i;v";X½i;v"## 2_mcX
_m
j¼1
_gcj!
"
X½i;v"; _Yj
#
þ 1
_m2c
X_m
j1;j2¼1
_gcj1 _gcj2!
"
_Yj1 ; _Yj2
#
:
When v ¼ n, JðnÞ is the optimal cost of the segmentation that
we seek. The inner values, i*v, g
*
v ¼ arg mini;gJðvÞ, are the
head position and label for the last segment, respectively,
which lead to the minimum. Equation (14) unifies KKM and
segment-based ACA clustering based on the length con-
straint nmax. If nmax ¼ 1, each segment consists of a single
frame and (14) is equivalent to KKM.
Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure for optimizingACA.Given
ann-length sequenceXwith an initial segmentation (Fig. 5a),
ACA applies the following forward-backward algorithm to
cluster the sequence (Figs. 5b and 5c):
. Forward step. Scan from the beginning (v ¼ 1) of the
sequence to its end (v ¼ n). For each v, JðvÞ is
computed according to (14). That is, for every position
i# nmax < i < v# 1, we compute the DTAK between
the segmentX½i; v" and each of the segments for each
of the classes, Yj, precomputed in the last iteration.
Fig. 4b illustrates this process. Recall that we cannot
compute explicitly the mean of each class. We store
the head position i*v, label g
*
v, and JðvÞ that has the
lowest error in table, see Fig. 4c.
. Backward step. Trace back from the end of sequence
(v ¼ n) and cut off the segment whose head s ¼ i*v.
The indication vector g ¼ g*v can be indexed from the
stored positions (see Fig. 5c for an example). Repeat
this operation on the left part of the sequence
(v ¼ i*v # 1).
These steps are repeated until JðnÞ converges (Fig. 5d).
3.7 Efficient Dynamic Programming for Kernel
Calculation
A straightforward implementation of (14) is prohibitively
expansive, i.e., Oðn2n2maxÞ, due to the bottleneck of comput-
ing !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ for all i; v; j. This section describes an
efficient dynamic programming solution to solve J which
has the time complexity of Oðn2nmaxÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ involves the construc-
tion of the cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnv+ _nj , where
nv ¼ v# iþ 1 and _nj ¼ _sjþ1 # _sj are segment lengths of
X½i;v" and _Yj, respectively. Observe that we do not need to
recompute the whole matrix U because some columns of U
have been previously calculated in the forward scan of JðvÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ is illustrated in Fig. 6.
!ðX½i;v#1"; _YjÞ has been previously calculated (the top-left
matrix in Fig. 6), and to compute !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ DP has to be
computed the matrix U by adding a new column (the top-
right matrix in Fig. 6). Using this simple observation, we
can reduce the computational complexity to Oðn2nmaxÞ.
To make an efficient implementation, we maintain an
active cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnmax+nmax+n that is
used in the kernel calculation:
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Fig. 5. Coordinate-descent optimization for ACA. (a) Optimization of a 1D sequence that has converged in four steps. (b) Illustration of the DP-based
search between first step and second step. (c) Data structure used in DP-based search. (d) ACA error in each step.
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i al s gm ntatio
St p 1
Step n
SSDPSearch
Forward
Backward
which implies that the optimal decomposition of the
subsequence X½1;v" is achieved only when the segmentations
on both sides ofX½1;i#1" andX½i;v" are optimal and their sum is
minimal. Although the number of possible ways to decom-
pose the sequence X is exponential in n, dynamic program-
ming [53] offers an efficient approach to minimize Jð%Þ by
using Bellman’s equation, which is
JðvÞ ¼ min
v#nmax<i(v
!
Jði# 1Þ þmin
g
Xk
c¼1
gcdist
2
 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
#$
; ð14Þ
where dist2 ðX½i;v"; _zcÞ is the squared distance between the
segment X½i;v" and the center of class c:
dist2 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
# ¼ !"X½i;v";X½i;v"## 2_mcX
_m
j¼1
_gcj!
"
X½i;v"; _Yj
#
þ 1
_m2c
X_m
j1;j2¼1
_gcj1 _gcj2!
"
_Yj1 ; _Yj2
#
:
When v ¼ n, JðnÞ is the optimal cost of the segmentation that
we seek. The inner values, i*v, g
*
v ¼ arg mini;gJðvÞ, are the
head position and label for the last segment, respectively,
which lead to the minimum. Equation (14) unifies KKM and
segment-based ACA clustering based on the length con-
straint nmax. If nmax ¼ 1, each segment consists of a single
frame and (14) is equivalent to KKM.
Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure for optimizingACA.Given
ann-length sequenceXwith an initial segmentation (Fig. 5a),
ACA applies the following forward-backward algorithm to
cluster the sequence (Figs. 5b and 5c):
. Forward step. Scan from the beginning (v ¼ 1) of the
sequence to its end (v ¼ n). For each v, JðvÞ is
computed according to (14). That is, for every position
i# nmax < i < v# 1, we compute the DTAK between
the segmentX½i; v" and each of the segments for each
of the classes, Yj, precomputed in the last iteration.
Fig. 4b illustrates this process. Recall that we cannot
compute explicitly the mean of each class. We store
the head position i*v, label g
*
v, and JðvÞ that has the
lowest error in table, see Fig. 4c.
. Backward step. Trace back from the end of sequence
(v ¼ n) and cut off the segment whose head s ¼ i*v.
The indication vector g ¼ g*v can be indexed from the
stored positions (see Fig. 5c for an example). Repeat
this operation on the left part of the sequence
(v ¼ i*v # 1).
These steps are repeated until JðnÞ converges (Fig. 5d).
3.7 Efficient Dynamic Programming for Kernel
Calculation
A straightforward implementation of (14) is prohibitively
expansive, i.e., Oðn2n2maxÞ, due to the bottleneck of comput-
ing !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ for all i; v; j. This section describes an
efficient dyn mic programming solution to solve J which
has the time complexity of Oðn2nmaxÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ involves the construc-
tion of the cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnv+ _nj , where
nv ¼ v# iþ 1 and _nj ¼ _sjþ1 # _sj are segment lengths of
X½i;v" and _Yj, respectively. Observe that we do not need to
recompute the whole matrix U because some columns of U
have been previously calculated in the forward scan of JðvÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ is illustrated in Fig. 6.
!ðX½i;v#1"; _ jÞ has been previously calculate (the top-left
matrix in Fig. 6), and to compute !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ DP has to be
computed the matrix U by ad ing a new column (the top-
right matrix in Fig. 6). Using this simple observation, we
can reduce the computational complexity to Oðn2nmaxÞ.
To make an efficient implementation, we maintain an
active cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnmax+nmax+n that is
used in the kernel calculation:
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Fig. 5. Coordinate-descent optimization for ACA. (a) Optimization of a 1D sequence that has converged in four steps. (b) Illustration of the DP-based
search between first step and second step. (c) Data structure used in DP-based search. (d) ACA error in each step.
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grouped consistently according to their must-link and cannot-links definitions. However,
in practice, inconsistent cluster initializations still managed to return good results as can
be seen in experiments of sectio 5.1.3.
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a posterior, di↵erently from k -means and k -median that need to have a priori number of
clusters defined.
There are some limitations of the Hierarchical clustering algorithms. AHC, alike, par-
titioning algorithm fallows a greedy process to decide on whether to merge or split clusters
and this decision is never reconsidered in further steps. Another limitation of AHC is the
computational complexity (O(N3)) in the worst-case for computing pairwise similarity and
iterations
There as many other approaches for AHC, some of them uses hybrid algorithms to
address the above limitations such as BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering
using Hierarchies) [46]. Others algorithms are CURE (Clustering Using REpresentatives),
ROCK (RObust Clustering using linKs), and CHAMELEON.
2.6 Temporal Clustering
Temporal clustering (TC) can be defined as the factorization of multiple time series into
a set of non-overlapping segments that belong to k temporal clusters [21]. Given a time
series X = [x1, . . . , xn] 2 Rd⇥n, define a set of segments S = [sj, sj+1, . . . , sm] where sj
is limited by a maximum length nmax and m is the total number of segments, such that
similar segments are grouped in clusters. Although a relatively unexplored problem, TC
is especially important in applications like human motion analysis, audio-visual emotion
analysis, animal behaviour analysis, speaker diarization, etc.
Temporal clustering is similar to normal clustering, which also requires a similarity
measure, a clustering algorithm, and an evaluation criterion; however, the temporal nature
of the data requires special treatment at one or more of these components. The two major
ways to handle time series are to either modify existing static data clustering algorithms
to handle time, or to convert the time series into a form that works with static algorithms.
The former approach relies, in most cases, on modifying the similarity measure to an
appropriate measure of time series, for example, dynamic time warping (DTW). The latter
maps the time series into a di↵erent representation or domain that embeds the temporal
information, such as Wavelets, Fourier, and Haar transform [16]; or into a number of model
parameters d hen applies th c nvent onal static data clustering algorithm.
T mpora clustering can be an important tool for segmentation, which is the basis for
solving the problems of the applications described before. Applying a clustering approach
to the segmentation problem requires a g obal odelling of all temporal segments in a
time series instead of finding local boundaries only. As a result, simply using some of
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cannot-link
which implies that the optimal decomposition of the
subsequence X½1;v" is achieved only when the segmentations
on both i es ofX½1;i#1" andX½i;v" are o timal and their sum is
mini al. Alt oug the nu ber f possibl ways to d com-
pose the sequence X is exponential in n, dynamic program-
ming [53] offers an efficient approach to minimize Jð%Þ by
using Bellman’s equation, which is
JðvÞ ¼ min
v#nmax<i(v
!
Jði# 1Þ þmin
g
Xk
c¼1
gcdist 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
#$
; ð14Þ
where dist2 ðX½i;v"; _zcÞ is the squared distance between the
segment X½i;v" and the center of class c:
dist2 
"
X½i;v"; _zc
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:
When v ¼ n, JðnÞ is the optimal cost of the segmentation that
we seek. The inner values, i*v, g
*
v ¼ arg mini;gJðvÞ, are the
head position and label for the last segment, respectively,
which lead to the minimum. Equation (14) unifies KKM and
segment-based ACA clustering based on the length con-
straint nmax. If nmax ¼ 1, each segment consists of a single
frame and (14) is equivalent to KKM.
Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure for optimizingACA.Given
ann-length sequenceXwith an initial segmentation (Fig. 5a),
ACA applies the following forward-backward algorithm to
cluster the sequence (Figs. 5b and 5c):
. Forward step. Scan from the beginning (v ¼ 1) of the
sequence to its end (v ¼ n). For each v, JðvÞ is
computed according to (14). That is, for every position
i# nmax < i < v# 1, we compute the DTAK between
the segmentX½i; v" and each of the segments for each
of the classes, Yj, precomputed in the last iteration.
Fig. 4b illustrates this process. Recall that we cannot
compute explicitly the mean of each class. We store
the head position i*v, label g
*
v, and JðvÞ that has the
lowest error in table, see Fig. 4c.
. Backward step. Trace back from t e end of sequence
(v ¼ n) and cut off the eg en whos he d ¼ i*v.
The indication vect r ¼ g*v can be indexed from the
stored positions (se Fi . 5c for an ex mple). R peat
this operation on th left part of the que ce
(v ¼ i*v # 1).
These teps re epeated u til JðnÞ converges (Fig. 5d).
3.7 Efficient Dynamic Programming for Kernel
Calculation
A straightforward implementation of (14) is prohibitiv ly
expansive, i.e., Oðn2n2maxÞ, due to the bottleneck of comput-
ing !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ for all i; v; j. This section describes an
efficient dynamic programming solution to solve J which
has the time complexity of Oðn2nmaxÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ involves the construc-
tion of the cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnv+ _nj , where
nv ¼ v# iþ 1 and _nj ¼ _sjþ1 # _sj are segment lengths of
X½i;v" and _Yj, respectively. Observe that we do not need to
recompute the whole matrix U because some columns of U
have been previously calculated in the forward scan of JðvÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ is illustrated in Fig. 6.
!ðX½i;v#1"; _YjÞ has been previously calculated (the top-left
matrix in Fig. 6), and to compute !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ DP has to be
computed the matrix U by adding a new column (the top-
right matrix in Fig. 6). Using this simple observation, we
can reduce the computational complexity to Oðn2nmaxÞ.
To make an efficient implementation, we maintain an
active cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnmax+nmax+n that is
used in the kernel calculation:
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Fig. 5. Coordinate-descent optimization for ACA. (a) Optimization of a 1D sequence that has converged in four steps. (b) Illustratio of the DP-based
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i al s gm ntatio
Step 1
Step n
SSDPSearch
Forward
Backwar
which implies that the optimal decomposition of the
subsequence X½1;v" is achieved only when the segmentations
on both sides ofX½1;i#1" andX½i;v" are ti al and their su is
minimal. Although the number of possible ways to decom-
pose the sequence X is exponential in n, dynamic program-
ming [53] offers an efficient approach to minimize Jð%Þ by
using Bellman’s equation, which is
JðvÞ ¼ mi
v#nmax<i(v
!
Jði# 1Þ þmin
g
Xk
c¼1
gcdist
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"
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where dist2 ðX½i;v"; _zcÞ is the squared distanc between the
segment X½i;v" and the cent r of class c:
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When v ¼ n, JðnÞ is the optimal cost of the segmentation that
we seek. The inner values, i*v, g
*
v ¼ arg mini;gJðvÞ, are the
head position and label for the last segment, respectively,
which lead to the minimum. Equation (14) unifies KKM and
segment-based ACA clustering based on the length con-
straint nmax. If nmax ¼ 1, each segment consists of a single
frame and (14) is equivalent to KKM.
Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure for optimizingACA.Given
ann-length sequenceXwith an initial segmentation (Fig. 5a),
ACA applies the following forward-backward algorithm to
cluster the sequence (Figs. 5b and 5c):
. Forward step. Scan from the beginning (v ¼ 1) of the
sequence to its end (v ¼ n). For each v, JðvÞ is
computed according to (14). That is, for every position
i# nmax < i < v# 1, we compute the DTAK between
the segmentX½i; v" and each of the segments for each
of the classes, Yj, precomputed in the last iteration.
Fig. 4b illustrates this process. Recall that we cannot
compute explicitly the mean of eac class. We store
the head position i*v, label g
*
v, and JðvÞ that has the
lowest error in table, see Fig. 4c
. Backward step. Trace back fro th end of seq ence
(v ¼ n) and cut off the segment whose head s ¼ i*v.
The indication vector g ¼ g*v can be indexed fr th
stored positions (see Fig. 5c for an example). Repeat
this operation on the left part of the sequence
(v ¼ i*v # 1).
These step are repeated until JðnÞ converges (Fig. 5d).
3.7 Efficient Dynamic Programming for Kernel
Calculation
A straightforward implementation of (14) is prohibitively
expansive, i.e., Oðn2n2maxÞ, due to the bottle eck of c mput-
ing !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ for all i; v; j. This section describes an
fficient dyn mic programmi g solution t solve J which
has the time complexity of Oðn2nmaxÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ involves the construc-
tion of the cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnv+ _nj , where
nv ¼ v# iþ 1 and _nj ¼ _sjþ1 # _sj are segment lengths of
X½i;v" and _Yj, respectively. Observe that we do not need to
recompute the whole matrix U because some columns of U
have been previously calculated in the forward scan of JðvÞ.
The computation of !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ is illustrated in Fig. 6.
!ðX½i;v#1"; _ jÞ has been previously calculate (the top-left
matrix in Fig. 6), and to compute !ðX½i;v"; _YjÞ DP has to be
computed the matrix U by ad ing a new column (the top-
right matrix in Fig. 6). Using this simple observation, we
can reduce the computational complexity to Oðn2nmaxÞ.
To make an efficient implementation, we maintain an
active cumulative kernel matrix U 2 IRnmax+nmax+n that is
used in the kernel calculation:
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Figure 3.3: Optimiza ion of SSACA in a 1D sample. (a) Initial segmentation of sequence
X i t m subsequenc s s. The cannot-link constraint assists t e segments X[sj ,sj+1) and
X[sj+2,sj+3). ( ) S c pro ess u ing forward phase and backw rd phase applied to very
step of the optimization. The table keeps track of the head p sition i⇤v, th label g
⇤
v, and
the J(v) wit the lowes valu s. (c) Converg segmentatio .
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Figure 3.3: Optimization of SSACA in a 1D sample. (a) Initial segmentation of sequence
X into m subsequences s. The cannot-link constraint assists the segments X[sj ,sj+1) and
X[sj+2,sj+3). (b) Search process using forward phase and backw rd phase applied to very
step of the optimization. The table keeps track of the head p sition i∗v, the label g
∗
v, and
the J(v) with the lowest values. (c) Converged segmentation.
The proposed modified algorithm that performs these tasks is SS DPSearch, outlined
in Algorithm 3. SS DPSearch optimizes SSACA with respect to G and s, while rewarding
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or penalizing the distance between segments, τ(X[i,v], Y˙j), according to the given pairwise
constraints M∈ Znml×2 and C ∈ Zncl×2.
Algorithm 3 SS DPSearch
parameter: nmax, k, nml, ncl
input: G ∈ {0, 1}k×m˙, s˙ ∈ R(m˙+1), K ∈ Rn×n, T ∈ Rm×m, M ∈ Znml×2, C ∈ Zncl×2
output: G ∈ {0, 1}k×m, s˙ ∈ R(m+1)
1: headTail = getHeadTails(M, C);
{Forward step }
2: for v = 1 to n do
3: J(v)←∞;
4: if v ≥ headTail(:,1) and v < headTail(:,2) then
5: continue;
6: end if
7: if isTail(v) then
8: for j = 1 to m˙ do
9: Retrive directly from T(X[i,v], Y˙j);
10: end for
11: c∗ ← arg minc distψ(X[i,v], z˙c); J ← distψ(X[i,v], z˙c∗);
12: J([i, v])← J , g∗[i,v] ← e∗c , i∗[i,v] ← i;
13: else
14: for nv = 1 to min(nmax, v) do
15: { Same as DPSearch [25]}
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
{Perform backward step}
19: while v > 0 do
20: Create a segment Y = X[i∗v ,v] with the label g
∗
v ;
21: v ← i∗v − 1;
22: end while
As parameters, SS DPSearch receives the length constraint nmax and the number k of
clusters. As inputs, SS DPSearch requires an initial indicator matrix G ∈ {0, 1}k×m that
assigns segments to a cluster, an initial segmentation s˙ ∈ R(m˙+1), and the frame kernel
matrix K ∈ Rn×n. In addition to the inputs of the original approach, there are pairs of
must-links ∈ Znml×2, cannot-links ∈ Zncl×2, and T ∈ Rm×m, which is the segment kernel
matrix.
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3.4.2 Complexity Analysis of SSACA
The bottleneck of the search exists in the update of matrix U. When updating U, the
algorithm requires that all the segments
∑m˙
j=1 s˙j+1 − s˙j ≡ n, which correspond with the
total number of frames, be analyzed. Therefore, the estimated time-cost of DPSearch is
O(n2nmax). Considering the number (t) of iterations, the overall time complexity becomes
O(n2nmax)t.
The time-complexity of SSACA is efficient because it skips the computation of the
frames of some segments. For instance, if two segments Sj and Sj+1 are used as cannot-
link constraints, they are automatically a known segment; as a result, all the frames that
belong to these two sequences can be skipped. The U matrix, which is calculated in a
cumulative way by adding a new column every time a new frame v is presented, can be
directly fetched specifically for this segment from the kernel segment matrix T without
any loss of accuracy.
The complexity of SSACA is influenced by the number of constraints nc. Each con-
straint represents a pair of sequences Sj, Sj+1, which are formed by sets of frames nv;
these specific frames will be called constrained frames ncf . Therefore, the more con-
straints available, the fewer the frames to be computed. The complexity notation becomes
O((n− (ncnv) + nc)2nmaxt), where ncnv is the number of constrained frames, or, in a sim-
pler fashion the complexity can be reduced to O((n − ncf )2nmax). The complexity is still
quadratic; however, as the number of constraints increases, the complexity exponentially
decreases.
The decrease in complexity of SSACA can be translated in terms of time-processing.
Figure 3.4 shows the time of SSACA, as well as some variations of SSACA that are discussed
in Section 3.6, compared to ACA.
The time-processing of the semi-supervised methods starts off more slowly. This be-
haviour is caused by some extra checking done by the algorithm, specifically, in lines 1 and
4 of Algorithm 3. However, the overhead caused by this extra checking is compensated for
by skipping the processing of the known segments. The gains in the time-processing start
to become visible as the number of constraints increase. The time-processing displayed in
Table 3.4 does not account for the extra processing needed for the initial seeding, which
consists of making sure that, when first initializing the clusters, the constrained segments
are grouped consistently, according to their must-link and cannot-links definitions. How-
ever, in practice, inconsistent cluster initializations still managed to return good results,
as evidenced by the experiments of section 5.1.5.
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Figure 3.4: Wall time of the proposed semi-supervised methods compared to a completely
unsupervised method.
3.5 Semi-Supervised Temporal Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering is a graph-clustering algorithm that uses the eigenvectors of the similar-
ities to reduce their dimensionality before clustering them. In other words, the clustering
process takes place in a lower dimension. Two conditions are necessary in order to trans-
form a simple spectral clustering to a semi-supervised temporal spectral clustering. The
first of these conditions is the addition of extra knowledge, and the second is the consid-
eration of time awareness. The same analogy used in ACA and kernel k -means to derive
SSACA can be applied to spectral clustering. Extra knowledge is added in the form of a
constraint matrix derived from must-links and cannot-links, and time awareness is intro-
duced by the DTAK measure embedded in the SSDPSearch.
To perform semi-supervised temporal spectral clustering, the algorithm needs to first
find the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues of T˜, in order to derive the
low-dimension feature vector, where T˜ is a similarity graph or a similarity matrix modified
by the pairwise constraints. Next, the algorithm performs the temporal clustering search,
which adds the temporal aspect to this approach, using the dynamic-programming search,
SSDPSearch. The first steps of the algorithm are described in Algorithm 4.
The kernel created in step 3 acts as the input for the SSDPSearch. The mechanism of
adding extra information in the form of constraints is explained in section 3.8, along with
the complete algorithm.
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Algorithm 4 First Steps Spectral Clustering
1: Find k largest eigenvectors v1 . . . vk of D˜
−1
2 T˜ D˜
−1
2 , where D˜ is a diagonal matrix with
its (i,i)-element equal to the sum of the i -th row of T˜ ;
2: Form E = [v1, . . . , vk], and normalize each row to the unit length. The rows of E
represent the low-dimensional features of segment X[si,si+1];
3: Create a kernel with the new feature vector Ei(i = 1, . . . ,m).
3.6 Exhaustive and Efficient Constraint Propagation
Pairwise constraints are used to penalize or reward constrained segments, in order to adjust
the similarity matrix for the kernel k -means clustering algorithm. This technique, affects
only the constrained segment similarities, however. To make the propagation of constraints
more efficient, the idea of exhaustive and efficient constraint propagation (E2CP) is bor-
rowed from Lu and Ip [6] and adapted for the proposed framework. The rationale behind
this method is to spread the effects of the constraints throughout the similarity matrix.
E2CP tackles the problem of constraint propagation by decomposing it into sets of label
propagation subproblems. Given the dataset X = [x1, . . . ,xn] ∈ Rd×n, a set of must-link
M, and a set of cannot-link C, all the pairwise constraints can be represented as a single
matrix W = [Wij]n×n, where
Wij =

+1, (xi, xj) ∈M
−1, (xi, xj) ∈ C
0, otherwise.
(3.15)
Each j-th column of W.j can be seen as a two-class, semi-supervised learning problem,
where the positive class (Wij > 0) represents the segments that should be in the same
cluster, and the negative class (Wij < 0) represents the segments that should not be in the
same cluster. If (Wij) = 0, xi xj are not constrained. Each column and row are solved by
label propagation in parallel [61], to ensure that all the segments will be affected by the
propagation. The algorithm can be described as follows:
1. Create the similarity matrix T or a symmetric k -NN graph.
2. Create the matrix L¯ = D−12 TD−12 , where D is a diagonal matrix with its (i,i)-element
equal to the sum of the i -th row of T .
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3. Iterate Fv(t + 1) = αL¯Fv(t) + (1 − α)W for vertical constraint propagation until
convergence, where Fv(t) ∈ F , and α is a parameter between 0 and 1.
4. Iterate Fh(t + 1) = αFh(t)L¯+ (1− α)F ∗v for horizontal constraint propagation until
convergence, where Fh(t) ∈ F and F ∗v is the limit of {Fv(t)}.
5. Output F ∗ = F ∗h as the final representation of the pairwise constraints, where F
∗
h is
the limit of {Fh(t)}.
Intuitively, the similarities receive information from their neighbours at each iteration,
and the parameter α controls the relative amount of information passed from that neigh-
bours. Without loss of generality, [61] shows that {F (t)} can be calculated in a closed
form. The output F ∗ represents an exhaustive set of pairwise constraints, with associated
confidence scores |F ∗|. At this point, the similarities in T can be adjusted with the output
scores of F ∗, as described in Equation 3.16. The resulting similarity matrix T˜ has the
same properties as the kernel matrix specified in the kernel k -means framework; it is both
nonnegative and symmetric [6].
T˜ij =
{
1− (1− F ∗ij)(1− Tij), F ∗ij ≥ 0
(1 + F ∗ij)Tij, F
∗
ij < 0
(3.16)
3.7 Semi-Supervised ACA with Exhaustive Propaga-
tion (SSACA+EP)
To improve the performance of SSACA, exhaustive propagation (EP) is added to the
SSACA framework to create SSACA+EP. Step 1 of Algorithm 2 is replaced with two
steps. First, the initial weights W are propagated to F ∗, as described in the five steps of
section 3.6. Later, the matrix T˜ is created according to Equation 3.16. The rest of the
algorithm remains unchanged. The complete algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 5.
3.8 Semi-Supervised Temporal Spectral Clustering with
EP (SSTSC+EP)
In order to apply the same methodology as used in SSACA, and to comply with the semi-
supervised kernel k -means framework, it is necessary to again form a kernel matrix as a
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Algorithm 5 SSACA + EP (Exhaustive propagation)
input: K ∈ Rn×n: input frame kernel matrix, T ∈ Rm×m: input segment kernel matrix,
W ∈ Rm×m: constraint penalty, k: number of clusters,M: set of must-link constraints,
C: set of cannot-link constraints, s˙: initial segmentation, tmax: optional maximum
number of iterations.
output: G ∈ {0, 1}k×n: Final partitioning of the points, s: Final segmentation.
1: Propagate the constraints F ∗ ← F by label propagation using W.
2: Form the matrix T˜ according to Equation 3.16.
3: Diagonal-shift T˜ by adding σI to guarantee positive definiteness of T˜.
4: Get initial clusters G(0) using constraints.
5: while G 6= G0 or iter > tmax do
6: G, s = SSDPSearch(G(0), s˙, K, T˜, M , C, k).
7: G0 ← G;
8: iter = iter + 1;
9: end while
10: Return G, s;
combination of similarity matrix and constraint. The output T˜ generated by the exhaustive
propagation method is a combination of the propagated constraints F ∗ and the similarity
matrix T, as described in Equation 3.16. T˜ becomes, therefore, the new modified similarity
matrix that will be used for the spectral clustering process. The complete algorithm is
displayed in Algorithm 6.
3.9 Do Constraints Always Improve Performance?
The general assumption is that, if given constraints are drawn from correctly-labeled data
and are free from noise, the performance of the algorithm will always increase. This
observation is indeed true when performance is averaged over many different constraint
sets. However, for a single set of constraints, no change or even a decrease in performance
may occur. The reason why the average over different sets of constraints does not show this
behaviour is simply that the magnitude of the increases is much higher than the negative
losses. This phenomenon has been analyzed and empirically demonstrated by [62].
Some characteristics of the constraints can affect the accuracy of performance in ei-
ther a positive or negative way. [62] introduces two measures that can qualify whether a
set of constraints may increase or decrease the performance of the clustering algorithm:
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Algorithm 6 SS Temporal Spectral Clustering + EP
input: K ∈ Rn×n: input frame kernel matrix, T ∈ Rm×m: input segment kernel matrix,
W ∈ Rm×m: constraint penalty, k: number of clusters,M: set of must-link constraints,
C: set of cannot-link constraints, s˙: initial segmentation.
output: G ∈ {0, 1}k×n: Final partitioning of the points, s: Final segmentation.
1: Propagate the constraints F ∗ ← F by label propagation using W.
2: Form the matrix T˜ according to Equation 3.16.
3: Diagonal-shift T˜ by adding σI to guarantee positive definiteness of T˜.
4: Get initial clusters G(0) using constraints.
5: Create a new kernel Tˆ based on T˜ using Algorithm 4.
6: Return G, s = SSDPSearch(G(0), s˙, K, Tˆ, M , C, k).
informativeness and coherence.
Informativeness is defined as the amount of information available in the constraint set
which the algorithm cannot determine using only its bias, created by the objective function.
For example, a k -means-based algorithm is naturally biased to cluster together data that
are closer in distance, and separate points that are further away; however, in a highly-
informative constraint set, information that contradicts this bias would be more readily
available through the constraints.
Coherence is defined as the amount of agreement within the constraints, with respect
to a given distance measure. For example, in a situation where two pairs of constraints
are parallel to each other in a Euclidean space, both pairs are expected to be part of a
must-link set. However, if one pair is part of a must-link set, and the other is part of
a cannot-link link set, these two pairs are incoherent with respect to Euclidean distance
metrics.
By quantifying these measures, [62] shows empirically that highly-informative and co-
herent constraints are most likely to improve clustering-accuracy performance, whereas
incoherent sets of constraints may drop the performance of the clustering algorithm. This
thesis’ focus is not to deeply analyze this phenomenon; however, it is important to ac-
knowledge its relevance to semi-supervised temporal clustering.
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3.10 Differentiating SSACA from Subsequence Time
Series
Subsequence Time Series clustering was a popular technique in the late 1990s and early
2000s, used as a subroutine in many data mining algorithms. However, after research find-
ings published by Keogh and Lin [2], STS lost its popularity. Their research showed that
clustering time series subsequences extracted by a sliding window produced meaningless
results. Because our proposed method is applied to time series, and includes a sliding
window component in its process, it is understandable that concerns about the meaning-
fulness of proposed method might be raised. This section will respond to those concerns
and demonstrate the fact that SSACA suffers from none of the same weaknesses as STS.
To show that SSACA is different from subsequence clustering, it is necessary to define
subsequence clustering and whole clustering. According to [2], the definitions of these two
processes are the following:
Subsequence Clustering: Given a single time series, subsequences are consecutively
extracted by a sliding window, and then clustered.
Whole Clustering: Given a set of individual time series, much like in a conventional
clustering algorithm, where similar objects are clustered together, the goal is to group
similar time series into clusters.
A time series T = [ti, . . . , tn] can be defined as a set of n ordered points. A subsequence
Cm of T is a sampling of length w < n of contiguous positions from T ; that is, C =
[tm, . . . , tm+w−1] for 1 ≤ m ≤ n − w + 1. A set S of all subsequences of a time series T
can be constructed by a sliding window that spans the entire time series, starting from
[t1, . . . , tw] and proceeding all the way to [tn−w, . . . , tn], where S ∈ R1×n is a matrix of the
subsequences generated by the sliding window. Figure 3.5 illustrates these definitions.
Keogh and Lin’s work also shows that, if the subsequences defined in S are clustered,
the produced outputs are independent of the input; in other words, the centre of the gener-
ated clusters are no different from randomly generated cluster centres. They demonstrate
the existence of this behaviour in several databases, distance measures, and clustering al-
gorithms. To pinpoint the differences between STS and SSACA, one of Keogh and Lin’s
experiments is reproduced here using the Cylinder-Bell-Funnel data [63], but subjected to
the process of SSACA. This dataset consists of random instantiations of the eponymous
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Cm
m = [1 ... 6]
T
Cm+i
Figure 3.5: Sample time series T of length n, a subsequence in position m+ i, and the first
6 subsequences extracted by a sliding window. Figure based on [2].
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Figure 3.6: Samples of the three different patterns (Cylinder, Bell, and Funnel) of the CBF
dataset.
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patterns, with Gaussian noise added, and contains three different patterns, which can be
seen in Figure 3.6. Each time series has a length of 128.
This analysis used a total of 128 time series, wherein 42 series corresponded with the
Cylinder pattern, 42 with the Bell pattern, and 44 with the Funnel pattern. For the control
experiment, whole clustering was performed on the set of 128 individual time series. To
make this experiment compatible with the proposed method, a kernel k -means was used as
the clustering algorithm, and DTAK as the distance measure. The centre of each cluster
can be seen in Figure 3.7. Note that the centre of the clusters naturally resembles the
samples of each pattern.
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Figure 3.7: Cluster centers of the CBF dataset generated by kernel k -means. The shapes
are similar to approximations of the original pattern.
For the subsequence analysis, the 128 time series were concatenated into a single time
series in order to be able to extract subsequences. Then, subsequences were extracted
using a sliding window of size 128 (w = 128), and clustered using kernel k -means with
k = 3. The results were three close-to-perfect sine waves (see Figure 3.8), the same results
reported by Keogh and Lin, in their explanation of the lack of meaningfulness derived from
STS clustering.
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Figure 3.8: Cluster centers of the CBF dataset generated by sliding windows using kernel
k -means. The shapes of the centers look like sine waves.
In stark contrast to STS, ACA attempts to cluster and segment at the same time,
starting by pre-segmenting the time series into k partitions. After pre-segmenting, ACA
searches within the different consecutive incremental segments of a subsequence Cm =
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[t1][t1t2][t1t2t3] . . . [t1 . . . tw] for the segment that minimizes the distance to the centroids of
the pre-segmented partitions. Later, the selected segment is assigned to the new cluster,
and this process is repeated until no more changes are found. Therefore, the sliding window
technique in ACA is a mechanism to find the size of the sequence that best fits the analyzing
cluster.
To demonstrate that the technique used by the method proposed in this thesis, which is
based on ACA, is different from STS clustering, one step of the ACA process was examined.
Since the mechanism of temporal clustering and segmentation of ACA consists of several
iterations of these steps, if step one is proven not to retrieve a meaningless result, the
argument can thus be extrapolated to the whole method.
Given a subsequence Cm, generated by an incremental sliding window of final size w,
clustered against an initially segmented time series T , there is an output subsequence that
is closer to one of the cluster centres than to a sine wave.
The initial segmentation of the concatenated CBF dataset was clustered into k parti-
tions. Then, centroids were calculated by averaging the segments that belonged to each
k(th) cluster. The distances from one set of complete subsequences
Cm = [t1][t1t2][t1t2t3] . . . [t1 . . . tw], which contains incrementing sized segments, to the cen-
troid of each cluster were computed to find the subsequence that minimized the distance to
the centroids, exactly as defined in ACA. The resulting subsequence is displayed in Figure
3.9, and is closer to one of the centroids of the CBF dataset than to a sine wave.
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Figure 3.9: Retrieved subsequence generated by ACA. This sample is similar to the Funnel
pattern of the CBF dataset.
The initial pre-segmentation of the time series was purposely chosen as 128, which
is the size of each concatenated time series T , in order to give the algorithm a “head
start.” Obviously, the centroids retrieved by ACA in its first step were essentially whole
clusterings of individual time series, as shown in Figure 3.7. However, the approach to
initial segmentation of the time series does not matter. Any initial segmentation would
ultimately lead to a converged result – not necessarily a global optimal, but at least a local
optimal, as guaranteed by k -means based algorithms. The intent of this experiment is to
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show that ACA starts with whole clustering, and only later draws on the sliding window
mechanism. Therefore, the sliding window mechanism is merely a way of searching for the
best segment that fits the analyzing cluster centres.
As explained previously, the mechanism used in ACA generates a retrieved segment that
is closer to the centre of one of the patterns, and does not resemble the sine wave produced
by the STS clustering in any shape or form. Therefore, the mechanism of clustering and
segmenting used in ACA is based on whole clustering of segments of variable sizes.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Analysis of the
Proposed Methods
One of the goals of this chapter is to evaluate the proposed methods in comparison with
other approaches, including the two baseline methods, ACA, a version of spectral clustering
(SC) used in [25], and the native semi-supervised temporal method TDCK-means [55]. The
reason for choosing TDCK as the comparative method is the fact that TDCK is a temporal
semi-supervised method (see details in Section 2.9.1). Compared to other methods available
in the literature, such as TCK-means [58], Constrained k -means, and Temporal-Driven k -
means, TDCK shows the best results, as attested to by [59]. This thesis uses a synthetic
dataset to compare the methods and confirm the results of [59].
The other goal is to analyze the behaviour of the proposed method in different situ-
ations, which includes varying the number of constraints and clusters. In addition, this
chapter also seeks to provide an understanding of the effect of the exhaustive propagation
on the accuracy of the algorithms, and the effect of the initial segmentation.
To achieve these goals a synthetic dataset was created. A synthetic dataset is flexible
enough to provide a better test bed for analyzing different setup variations. The experi-
ments on the synthetic dataset are presented and discussed in Section 4.2.
4.1 Setup of the Experiments
The methods being compared were tested on different variations of the synthetic datasets.
All the datasets had their own ground truth, making it possible to calculate the accuracy
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of the result segmentations by comparing them to a “gold standard”. The methodology for
calculating the accuracy and other evaluation measures are described in Section 4.1.1. All
the accuracy results and other qualitative measures were the average over multiple runs,
where in each run, random initializations and random pairs of constraints were selected.
This randomization process diminished the bias caused by specific sets of constraints and
initializations.
Must-link constraints were subjected to augmentation by applying transitive closure
in all the experiments performed using semi-supervised methods (SSACA, SSACA+EP,
and SSTSC+EP). Pairwise constraints were used to seed the initial segmentation of the
proposed methods.
As discussed in Chapter 3, main parameters needed to be selected for the compared
methods. The first one was the nmax parameter, which controls the granularity of the
temporal term. This term was chosen empirically, according to the dataset. The second
parameter is related to the frame kernel matrix. The kernel used on the experiments was
the Gaussian kernel, kij = exp
(
−‖xi−yj‖2
2σ2
)
, and the parameters σ was set to 1. The third
parameter is the propagation rate α, which applies only to the methods with exhaustive
propagation (i.e., SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP). The value of the propagation rate was
selected by grid-search in a portion of the data. For this experiment, the propagation rate
was α = 0.40. The last set of parameters is exclusively for the TDCK algorithm, i.e., γt
γd β δ. These four parameters were also chosen by grid search. In this experiment, the
dimensional weight was set to γd = 1, and the temporal weight was set to γt = 0.25. The
scaling factor was set to β = 0.3, and the width of the function was set to δ = 3. Details
about TDCK parameters are included in Section 2.9.1.
TDCK can be applied to multiple entities; however, because the proposed experiments
consider a single entity at a time, all temporal data are treated as a single entity.
4.1.1 Evaluation Measures
Three major evaluation measures were considered to analyze the behaviour of the compared
methods. The first measure was the clustering accuracy, which represents a quantitative
value of the performance of the algorithms. The second measure was the mean cluster vari-
ance, which represented a qualitative measure of the “tightness” of the clusters. The third
measure was a modified version of Shannon entropy, which was reserved for evaluating the
variability of the datasets. Besides these three measures measures, the objective function
values were also used to evaluate the approaches.
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Clustering Accuracy
Since the datasets have ground truth, a natural way to evaluate the quality of results
from the different algorithms is to compare the produced clustered segments to the ground
truth. The result of this comparison is referred as “clustering accuracy”. To compute
the clustering accuracy, the metric from [25] was used. A confusion matrix was computed
between the returned segmentation results of the different algorithms (Galg, Halg) and the
ground truth (Gtru, Htru), i.e.,
C = GalgHalgH
T
truG
T
tru ∈ Rk×k, (4.1)
where Galg was the segment cluster and Halg was the sample-segment indicator. Each
entry cc1,c2 in the confusion matrix corresponded with the total number of frames of cluster
segment c1 that were shared by cluster segment c2 in the ground truth. Then, the calculated
confusion matrix was subjected to the Hungarian algorithm to find the optimal cluster
correspondence. The accuracy was calculated by the following equation:
Accuracy = max
P
Tr(CP)
Tr(C1k×k)
, (4.2)
where P was a permutation matrix constrained to P ∈ {0, 1}k×k.
Mean Cluster Variance
Mean cluster variance is used mainly to quantify the dispersion in clusters. This measure
can be used to evaluate the influence of extra knowledge added to the clustering process
(semi-supervised clustering). The mean cluster variance was calculated as follows:
MCVar =
1
m
×
k∑
c=1
∑
xi∈gc
||Yi − zc||2 , (4.3)
where m was the number of segments, and ||Yi − zc||2 was the squared distance between
the segment Yi and the centre of the cluster c.
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Cluster Alternation Rate
This measure was not used to evaluate the quality of the clusters, but rather to measure
the variability of the datasets in terms of the number of alternations between clusters. This
rate was calculated based on a modified version of Shannon entropy, adapted from [55],
and was calculated as follows:
H = −
k∑
c=1
P (gc) log2 P (gc)
(
1 +
nch − nmin
m− 1
)
, (4.4)
where P (gc) represented the probability of a cluster c in the observed series, nch represented
the number of cluster changes, nmin was the minimal required number of changes, and m
was the total number of segments. The last term in brackets constituted a penalty factor
that increased the measurement value as the number of changes grew.
4.2 Synthetic Dataset
One of the datasets used for the analysis was a randomly-generated synthetic dataset that
created time series by sampling 2D Gaussian distributions, according to the setup used in
[25]. Figure 4.1 shows a sample of the dataset.
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Figure 4.1: A sample time series from the synthetic dataset.
4.2.1 Baseline Algorithm
Comparative studies in the literature [55] [59] show that the semi-supervised method,
TDCK, outperforms other similar methods. However, in order to confirm its superior-
ity, a similar comparison was performed on the synthetic data. Compared to simple
k -means, temporal-driven k -means, constrained k -means, and temporal Constrained k -
means, TDCK had the best results, as Table 4.1 attests.
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Table 4.1: Average accuracy results of some temporal-based k -means methods.
Average Accuracy
TDCK-means TCK-means Constrained Temp-driven Simple
[55] k-means K-means K-means
0.38 ± 0.05 0.36 ± 0.05 0.34 ± 0.04 0.30 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.02
The results of this comparison in Table 4.1 confirmed the superiority of TDCK for
the synthetic dataset. Therefore, in the rest of the experiments, TDCK was used as the
semi-supervised baseline method.
4.2.2 Analysis of the Number of Constraints
The goal of this experiment was to analyze how the addition of extra knowledge in the
form of pairwise constraints affected the performance of semi-supervised clusters. This
experiment used a randomly-generated synthetic time series composed of 276 frames and
30 segments (m = 30). The number of constraints was varied progressively from zero to 20.
For each random pair of constraints added to the experiment, it was necessary to ensure
that the pair of segments designated by that pair of constraints complied with the labels.
For example, in a simple case where there were two pairs of constraints (i.e., segment 1 must
link with segment 2, and segment 2 must link with segment 4), by transitiveness, it can
be inferred that segment 4 should have the same label as segment 1 and 2. Consequently,
in the experiment setup, it was necessary to create an initial segmentation that complied
with the inferred labels. The single process of keeping these compatibilities correct can get
very expensive as the number of constraints increases.
In a sample of 30 segments (m = 30), the total number of non-repeatable possible pairs
of constraints was m ∗ (m − 1)/2. In this particular experiment, it equated to 435 pairs.
For every pair of constraints that were allowed in the experiment, the correct segmentation
for two segments was provided. The minimum number of constraints required in order
to cover the correct segmentation of a whole sequence would correspond with the set of
subsequent pairs of constraints with no intersection (overlapping) between them. Figure
4.2 illustrates an example where one pair of must-link constraint accounts for the correct
segmentation of the whole time series.
On the same 30-segment sample (m = 30), it was possible to predict the correct seg-
mentation with as little as 8 pairs of constraints in the best case scenario; however, this
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Must-link pair
Figure 4.2: A sample of a time series with one pair of constraint.
specific arrangement is unrealistic in real life. In this experiment, the pairs of constraints
were generated randomly; therefore, to guarantee the full coverage of all the segments, it
would be necessary to have 379 pairs out of the 435 possible, which represent the worst
case scenario. The value 379 represents the number of pairs of constraints that completely
covers 28 segments (28 ∗ 27/2 = 378) plus one extra pair to cover the last 2 segments.
Segmentation was only one of the two problems being solved. The second one was
the clustering itself. Even with a perfect segmentation, it was still necessary to organize
these segments into coherent groups, where similar segments were in the same group and
dissimilar segments were in different groups.
The accuracy, mean cluster variation, and the value of the objective function of the
methods were evaluated as the dataset was grouped into three clusters (k = 3). Column
4.3a of Figure 4.3 depicts the average accuracy results of ten runs of each of the proposed
methods: SSACA, SSACA+EP, and SSTSC+EP. Column 4.3b shows the mean cluster
variance, and Column 4.3c shows the objective function values. In terms of accuracy, the
results showed that, in all three methods, the performance rose quickly as the constraints
were progressively added. In this particular example, as constraints reached as low as 2
pairs, the accuracy had already reached above 85% for SSTSC+EP, and above 90% for
SSACA and SSACA+EP. High variability was noticeable in the results, as can be observed
by the standard deviation displayed in the figures. This behaviour was particularly normal
for k -means-based algorithms; such algorithms rely on random initializations, which may
lead to different results for different runs.
Conversely, the mean cluster variance decreased as the number of constraints increased.
This behaviour shows that the pairwise constraints were “helping” the cluster method
create tighter clusters. Similarly, the values of the objective functions decreased as the
number of constraints increased, because of the adjustments made to the similarities of
the segments by the constraints. The must-link constraints made distances between two
segments in the same cluster smaller, and cannot-link constraints made distances between
two segments larger.
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Figure 4.3: Constraint analysis of SSACA, SSACA+EP, SSTSC+EP. (a) Accuracy average,
(b) Mean cluster variance, (c) Objective function values.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of SSACA, SSACA+EP, SSTSC+EP with ACA, SC, and TDCK.
Figure 4.4 shows the average accuracy of the proposed methods compared to two unsu-
pervised methods (ACA and SC) and one temporal semi-supervised method (TDCK). The
average was the result of 10 runs applied to 276 synthetically-generated frames, organized
into 30 segments (m = 30) and three clusters (k = 3). Figure 4.4a shows the average accu-
racy of SSACA, Figure 4.4b shows the average accuracy of SSACA+EP, and Figure 4.4c
shows the average results of SSTSC+EP. Note that the overall accuracy of the proposed
methods was boosted by the addition of very few constraints, surpassing the accuracy of
the other methods with only a small amount of side information in the form of pairwise
constraints.
4.2.3 Analysis of the Number of Clusters
The goal of this experiment was to analyze how the number of clusters affected the results
of the proposed semi-supervised methods. For this experiment, 30 randomly-generated
synthetic time series samples were used, ranging from 180 to 350 frames and made up of 30
segments (m = 30) and 6 pairs of constraints (nconst = 6). Then, the number of clusters was
varied from 3 to 6 (k = [3 . . . 6]) in order to observe the behaviour of the proposed methods.
For this analysis, the accuracy (Acc.), the mean cluster variance (MCVar), the value of
the objective function (Obj.), and the cluster alternation rate (H) of the samples were
evaluated. The results shown in Table 4.2 are the average of all the evaluation measures
over the 30 runs. As the number of clusters increased, the average cluster alternation
rate of the analyzed samples also increased – meaning that the variability of the samples
increased, or, in other words, that the number of alternations of clusters rose. In addition,
the number of elements for each cluster decreased as the number of clusters increased.
With fewer elements per cluster, the pool of elements used to calculate the centroids was
smaller, increasing the chances of finding an incorrect cluster. As a result, the overall
performance of all methods dropped consistently across the different numbers of clusters.
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Still, the relative increase in accuracy and quality of clusters that semi-supervised methods
caused was not compromised. Figure 4.5 shows the relative difference among the methods.
Table 4.2: Analysis of number of clusters
ACA SSACA SC SSACA SSTSC TDCK
+EP +EP
k 3 3 3 3 3 3
nconst 6 6 6 6 6 6
H 2.4222
Acc. 0.5880 0.9214 0.4928 0.9294 0.8344 0.4600
MCVar 0.0389 0.0300 0.0417 0.0294 0.0290 0.0673
Obj. 8.0691 0.5437 n/a 0.5283 0.6852 75.8242
k 4 4 4 4 4 4
H 3.2157
Acc. 0.4839 0.8248 0.4129 0.8446 0.7724 0.3815
MCVar 0.0501 0.0398 0.0529 0.0386 0.0376 0.0476
Obj. 8.3097 0.6442 n/a 0.5948 0.6993 116.6765
k 5 5 5 5 5 5
H 3.7623
Acc. 0.4616 0.7247 0.4011 0.7259 0.7013 0.3479
MCVar 0.0621 0.0494 0.0746 0.0491 0.0475 0.0566
Obj. 7.5798 0.5075 n/a 0.4857 0.5308 115.0031
k 6 6 6 6 6 6
H 4.1516
Acc. 0.4347 0.7081 0.3774 0.7177 0.7045 0.3244
MCVar. 0.0711 0.0604 0.0814 0.0590 0.0541 0.0464
Obj. 7.5697 0.5237 n/a 0.5756 0.6136 145.5870
4.2.4 Analysis of the Influence of Exhaustive Propagation
The goal of this experiment was to analyze the effect of exhaustive propagation of con-
straints on the accuracy of a semi-supervised temporal clustering algorithm, compared
to regular instance-based constraints. This experiment analyzed the averaged results of
100 runs of a randomly-generated time series, containing 78 segments (m = 78) and four
clusters (k = 4), while varying the number of constraints from 0 to 60.
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Figure 4.5: Analysis of variation of the number of clusters applied to a synthetic dataset.
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Figure 4.6: Analysis of the effect of exhaustive propagation.
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Figure 4.6 shows that, after 30 pairs of constraints, the effect of the exhaustive propa-
gation became noticeable. The higher the number of constraints, the more they reassured
the neighbourhood similarities affected by the propagation of the constraints. Therefore,
greater improvements were only noticeable when the number of constraints was higher.
4.2.5 Analysis of the Influence of Constrained Initial Segmenta-
tion
The use of constraints in a clustering problem can provide several benefits, not only by
helping to “guide” the clustering algorithm, but also by helping with initial segmentation
and with seeding the initial clusters. In the case of a temporal segmentation problem,
the pairwise constraints are provided in the form of segments. These constrained seg-
ments can be used to help with initial segmentation. The logical consequence of adding
more constraints is the improvement of initial segmentation, which is a contribution of
the approach proposed in this thesis. The question that remains is whether the overall
gain, as the constraints increase, comes only from supporting the initial segmentation, or
if there is improvement that comes from the direct influence of the similarity manipulation
of the constraints in the clustering process. The goal of this experiment was to answer this
question.
A randomly-generated synthetic time series composed of 20 frames, 7 segments (m = 7),
and three clusters (k = 3) was used for this experiment. The number of constraints
was varied progressively from zero to 15. For each random pair of constraints added to
the experiment, the accuracy of the temporal segmentation was calculated based on the
initially-constrained segmentation only, and on the complete semi-supervised method. The
former case is referred in the figures as “(Avg. Acc. Constrained Initial Segmentation)” and
the latter as “Avg. Acc. (method name)”. Figure 4.7 shows the comparison for SSACA,
Figure 4.8 shows the comparison for SSACA+EP, and Figure 4.9 shows the comparison
for SSTSC.
In Figure 4.7, the average gains in accuracy of SSACA are greater than the gains
provided by the simple, constrained initial segmentation. In this particular example, there
was an increase of 8 points of extra improvement in the total accuracy when providing 1
or 2 constraints. Similar results can be observed in Figure 4.8, which depicts the accuracy
of SSACA+EP compared to its initial segmentation. Figure 4.9, which depicts the results
of the comparison of SSTSC and its initial constrained segmentation, shows even better
results, with improvements of 11 points in the overall performance, when given 1 pair of
constraint, even after the initial segmentation improvements. All these results show that
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the improvements are not limited to the gains of the initial segmentation. In other words,
there is actual “learning” in the clustering process provided by the pairwise constraints.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained segmen-
tation and the accuracy of SSACA plus the initial constrained segmentation.
The same experiment was repeated in a larger dataset, so that a larger number of
constraints could be observed without reaching total coverage of the initial segmentation.
In this second experiment, the same randomly-generated synthetic time series was used,
but this time, it was composed of 4,474 frames, 78 segments (m = 78), and four clusters
(k = 4). The results showed that, with a larger number of constraints, the gains in
performance discounting the influence of the constrained initial segmentation were even
higher. In Figure 4.10, which depicts a comparison of the results of SSACA and its initial
constrained segmentation, there was an increase of up to 12 points of extra improvement in
the total accuracy. The improvement of SSACA+EP, compared to its initial constrained
segmentation was an increase of 12 points using 10 constraints (0.33% of constraints), as
shown in Figure 4.11. The improvements of SSTSC+EP reached 6 points using 1% of
the constraints (see Figure 4.12). Although the absolute number of constraints was higher
compared to the experiment with the smaller dataset, relatively speaking, it represented a
smaller percentage of the total number of possible constraints.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained segmen-
tation and the accuracy of SSACA+EP plus the initial constrained segmentation.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained segmen-
tation and the accuracy of SSTSC+EP plus the initial constrained segmentation.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained seg-
mentation and the accuracy of SSACA (initial constrained segmentation + similarity ma-
nipulations).
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained seg-
mentation and the accuracy of SSACA+EP (initial constrained segmentation + similarity
manipulations).
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the accuracy of only using the initial constrained seg-
mentation and the accuracy of SSTSC+EP (initial constrained segmentation + similarity
manipulations).
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Chapter 5
Experiments on Emotion Analysis
and Human Motion Segmentation
This chapter provides some experiments on real-world applications. The first application is
on emotion segmentation. Two naturally-occurring human emotion datasets are analyzed,
which include the VAM corpus and the AVEC dataset. The second application is on human
motion segmentation, and the dataset used is the Carnegie Mellon University Motion
Capture.
An overview of emotion analysis and human motion segmentation is provided, before
each experiment is presented and discussed. Section 5.1 gives an introduction to emotion
analysis, and reviews some of the work in the field of facial expression analysis, more
specifically, the methods based on clustering approaches. It also explains the problem
of facial expression analysis, and the fundamental steps involved in the process, which
includes face acquisition, facial data extraction and representation, and facial expression
interpretation. Finally, the experiments are presented and analyzed by the end of the
section. Section 5.2 explains the problem of human segmentation, discusses some related
work, and analyzes the experiments performed in a human motion dataset.
5.1 Emotion Analysis
Analysis of naturally-occurring human emotions is the main focus of recent research in the
field of affective computing. Emotional analysis is a vital step in building efficient and more
realistic intelligent human-computer interfaces. Facial expressions and speech are the two
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modalities most commonly used to analyze emotions in human interaction [64] [65] [66].
While facial expression is considered to be the primary modality in human communication,
according to [67], speech is the fastest and most natural method of communication between
humans.
Facial expressions consist of movements of the muscles of the face. These movements
represent a response to physical or emotional internal states of a person, and play a major
role in interpersonal and non-verbal communication. Facial expression analysis has been
studied for many years in the fields of psychology and behavioural science. More recently, a
great deal of effort has been put into automatic recognition and analysis of these expressions
in images and videos. The automation of facial expression analysis can provide many useful
applications, from straightforward ones, such as automatically assessing the credibility of
statements in interrogations, to those less evident, such as warning a drowsy driver that
he or she is about to fall asleep, or judging how difficult a student finds a video lecture.
Focus is now directed towards recognition in terms of dimensional and continuous de-
scription, rather than a small number of discrete emotional categories. Numerical repre-
sentation of emotions in a multi-dimensional space is considered to be a more appropriate
representation of the gradated nature of emotions. Moreover, human natural affective be-
haviour is multimodal, subtle, and complex, making it challenging to map the affective
human state into a single label or discrete number of classes [68].
The bulk of the approaches found in the literature use supervised learning, despite the
fact that the labelling process is demanding. With the abundance of data available in this
domain, and the burdensome nature of the labelling process, there should be a natural
inclination for researchers to pursue unsupervised methods for these applications more
intensively. However, purely unsupervised methods may not produce desirable results,
due to the complexity of emotion analysis. A semi-supervised approach offers a balance
between the demands of process and accuracy of results.
There are few attempts in the literature based on unsupervised methods. This obser-
vation is true for both of the two most-used modalities: facial expressions and speech. A
possible reason for the shortage of unsupervised work is the lack of the temporal aspect of
the traditional clustering algorithms, preventing the analysis of dimensional and continuous
emotion.
Wollmer et al. [69] study the estimation of emotions from speech in the valence and
activation dimensions using Long-Short-Term Recurrent Neural Networks. Nicolaou et
al. [70] propose the use of Output-Associative Relevance Vector Machine (OA-RVM) for
dimensional and continuous estimation of emotions from facial expressions. Grimm et al.
[71] compares the performance of Support Vector Regression, Fuzzy k-Nearest Neighbour,
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and Rule-based Fuzzy Logic classifiers as estimators of spontaneously expressed emotions
in speech from three continuous-valued emotion primitives.
Hoey [72] presents an early study that uses unsupervised methods to categorize facial
expressions. He proposes a hierarchical dynamic bayesian network for unsupervised clas-
sification of expression sequences from video input. He shows that learning the high-level
temporal structure of the environment helps the unsupervised learning process of the facial
expressions. His approach categorizes five basic emotions on a posed database.
[73] presents an approach using existing clustering techniques to obtain temporal clus-
tering by grouping frames capturing consistent shapes. These temporal cuts detect non-
rigid changes in the shape of objects. One example illustrating this approach uses sequences
of facial expressions, grouping frames into smiling and serious clusters. The results show
accuracy similar to supervised methods, and achieve moderate intersystem agreement with
FACS. One of the challenges that this study presents is how to increase accuracy for subtle
facial actions.
De la Torre et al. [74] propose a temporal segmentation method of facial gestures
in order to cluster similar facial actions. They apply their approach to spontaneous facial
expressions, using two steps. First, they cluster the facial gestures by shape in a way that is
invariant to specific geometric transformations, and second they group clusters effectively
into temporally coherent chunks. They use this approach in two applications: both to
detect unusual or rare facial expressions and actions and to preprocess videos for manual
FACS annotation. For clustering, they use a spectral graph clustering algorithm.
Another work that focuses on unsupervised approach for recognition is that of Zhou
et al. [75]. The goal of their work is to discover facial events directly from naturally
occurring videos, using unsupervised temporal clustering instead of FACS or other label
schemes. The first algorithm they use for this task is ACA, and the second is a multi-
subject correspondence algorithm for matching expressions. ACA is an extension of kernel
k -means to cluster time series, combined with Dynamic Time Alignment Kernel (DTAK).
The only research that applies semi-supervised clustering to the problem of emotion
segmentation are studies co-authored by the author of this thesis [76] [77] [78]. These
researches are part of the experiments presented in Chapter 5.
5.1.1 Facial Expression Analysis
According to Tian et al. [79], facial expression analysis refers to the process by which
computer systems attempt to automatically analyze and recognize facial motions and facial
feature changes from visual information.
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Facial motions not only represent internal emotional states, but also represent physical
states, such as intentions, and cognitive processes. Computer analysis systems should
be able to analyze facial movements regardless of the context involved. However, the
interpretation of facial movements depends heavily on context. For example, a facial
expression recognition system running in a car safety environment will be programmed to
identify facial movements that indicate signs of fatigue on the driver’s face, so that the
system can warn the driver to stop and rest.
The ability to automatically recognize facial motions broadens the horizon for many
new real-world applications in fields such as medicine, education, and human-computer
interaction. The applications developed so far, many of which are mentioned in previous
sections, are part of a nascent movement, with many more sure to follow.
Fundamental Steps of an Automatic Facial Expression Recognition System
Automatic facial expression recognition systems share many of their fundamental steps with
general computer vision systems. In fact, the three fundamental steps in both processes
are the same. The three steps are: (1) face acquisition, (2) facial data extraction and
representation, and (3) facial expression recognition.
Face acquisition is the process of capturing images of faces through the use of a sensor
device. Acquisition can be as simple as gathering a sequence of digitized images that has
already been digitized. Two main approaches are used for this step. The first approach
finds the face or faces in the image, and then keeps track of them in the remainder of the
video sequence. The second appoach detects the faces at each frame.
The next step is facial data extraction and representation. Data extraction and repre-
sentation is the process of deriving a set of features which represents the original digital
image in a different format. Usually, features are a more compact way of representing
digital images. Two main types of data extraction and representation are found in the lit-
erature: geometric and appearance-based approaches. Geometric-based approaches define
features as shapes or locations of facial feature points (such as the corners of the mouth or
eyes) [65]. Appearance-based approaches define features based on texture changes (wrin-
kles, furrows, lines, etc.) [80].
Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Appearance-based approaches
cope with variations of skin patterns or markings well, but are susceptible to illumination
changes. Geometric-based approaches demand less computation, but they only consider
some specific fiducial points and, as a result, may miss some important information.
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The last step is facial expression recognition. Facial expression recognition is the process
of assigning a label to a pattern based on its features. Most of the work in this area uses
supervised learning methods to classify the patterns, either by individual movements of the
face, also known as action units (AU), or by prototypic emotional categories. Another way
of recognizing the emotions is to continuously predict the intensity of dimensional models
by performing regression. Dimensional models are discussed in Section 5.1.1.
Face Acquisition
Face acquisition is the first phase of a facial expression analysis system, and can be classified
into one of two types of imaging: static images and video sequences. From the data modal-
ity point-of-view, face acquisition can be either 2D or 3D. There is a current upward trend
in the number of publications that uses 3D data [81, 82] due to its robustness to changes
in lighting conditions and even pose variations. However, there are some limitations of 3D
imaging, including the cost of the computational time, the cost of memory allocation, and
the cost of the acquisition itself (although the price of 3D scanners is constantly becoming
cheaper). Despite the increase in 3D acquisition, the majority of the databases still use 2D
data [83, 84], which requires less computational effort and offers greater ease of acquisition.
There are some databases available in the literature that can be used for facial expres-
sion analysis. Table A.11 lists some of the publicly-available databases and their charac-
teristics.
Head Orientation
Head orientation represents the position of the face in relation to the camera. The frontal
view is the most natural position, and the one that provides more visible facial features.
However, in real-world applications, a frontal view is not always possible. Some databases,
such as Multi-PIE and Face Database MPI, even provide multiple views in order to make
systems more robust for such view variations. In contrast, some studies claim that non-
frontal-view facial expression recognition outperforms frontal-view facial expression recog-
nition. The experiments of Hu et al. [85] suggest that, although a frontal-view face has
the most visible facial features, the displays of facial features are always symmetrical at
the frontal view, causing a certain degree of redundancy of information.
Moore and Bowden [86] raise the question of whether Hu et al.’s conclusion is related to
the geometric features they used and consequently proposes an appearance-based approach
to answer the same question. According to their results, the frontal pose is optimal for
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facial expression recognition, but its efficacy is dependent on feature selection. They state
that weaker features perform better with non-frontal pose, and that some expressions may
perform better with non-frontal views.
Pantic and Patras [87] go even further in their approach to the problem of non-frontal
view facial expressions by exploring temporal segments of the video (i.e., onset, apex, and
offset) of action units. However, their method operates under two assumptions: the input
video sequence is a non-occluded, near-profile view of the face, with possible in-image-
plane head rotations and an initial frame showing a neutral expression. They do not
address the problem initial location of the facial points, and their method cannot deal with
spontaneously-occurring facial behaviour.
In a more recent paper, Rudovic et al. [88] propose a regression-based scheme for
multi-view facial expression recognition for 2D geometric features. They point out that
2D-based methods need to train view-specific classifiers, and as a result, the number of
classes increases proportionally with the number of different views and facial expressions.
Consequently, the demand for training data for specific views increases. A similar amount
of training data is needed in order to avoid bias, but there is an imbalance between the
data available from frontal-view and multi-view, making it possible for a good frontal-
view classifier that generalizes poorly for non-frontal views. Rudovic et al. address this
problem by mapping facial points from non-frontal to frontal views, using regression models
that perform facial expression recognition with state-of-the-art methods. Although some
experiments add some noise to the testing data, the process is not analogous to a real-world
application, which has no controlled environment.
Building a facial expression system that is robust to non-frontal-view face is a necessary
task in order to achieve a truly automated facial expression recognition system – one that
can operate in a less constrained environment and is able to deal with spontaneous facial
behaviour.
Posed vs Spontaneous Expressions
Spontaneous and posed facial differ substantially in terms of which muscle is moving, and
consequently affecting the overall dynamics of facial movements. As a result, fine-motor
control of deliberate facial actions are often less symmetrical than spontaneous. Tian et al.
[79] give an example of one specific facial movement that can be different in spontaneous
and deliberate expression. Many people can raise their outer brows spontaneously while
leaving their inner brows at rest, but performing this movement voluntarily is uncommon.
[89] offers more details on the differences.
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Some effort has been put into the creation of spontaneous expression datasets. Some of
the public databases are RU-FACS (interview-based), Prkachin-Solomon (pain induction),
MMI, Cohn-Kanade+ (only part of the dataset), and Belfast.
Facial Feature Extraction and Representation
Optimal features should be able to maximize variations of intra-class patterns and minimize
variation of inter-class patterns. Inappropriate features will make a good classifier work
poorly.
The existing approaches in the literature can be placed into one of the two main cat-
egories, denoted by facial features. The first one of these categories is geometric-based
approaches, in which features are defined as shapes, specific points, or fiducial points
[90, 88, 65, 91, 92]. The second category is appearance-based approaches, which treat the
image as a whole. Some examples of this approach include: texture [83], local binary pat-
tern (LBP) [80], gabor wavelet [93] and moments [84, 94]. Some works have mixed both
approaches [93, 95].
A new and emerging method is the dynamic-texture-based approach, which can be seen
as a generalization of appearance-based approaches. Two papers have used this method:
[96] and [83]. The latter uses a temporal model that allows recognition of sequences of
temporal segments, such as neutral, onset, apex, and offset. However, one of the limitations
of these approaches is their need for near-frontal-view face videos.
Facial Expression Categorization
The majority of studies use supervised methods for the process of categorization of facial
expression. Most systems rely on a famous code system called FACS (Facial Action Coding
System) [97], published by Ekman and Friesen in 1978 and later revised in 2002 [98]. This
system maps all possible muscle movements of the face into independent facial actions,
which are called Action Units (AU).
Regardless of debate amongst on the psychology community about the uniqueness and
universality of this system, these AUs are extensively documented, and have been used in
various scientific papers [83, 84, 81], either alone or in combination, to predict or categorize
different emotions.
Ekman and Friesen’s work [97] defines six prototypical emotions: anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness and surprise. The majority of theorists accept these categories as
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universal emotions. So far, generalization of expression recognition to new expression
classes remains unsolved, according to [99]. However, some unsupervised approaches have
been created in attempt to avoid FACS taxonomy [75].
Categorical vs Dimensional Affect
For many years, the focus of affect recognition has been on the categorization of emotions
into a discrete number of prototypical emotions, as discussed in Section 5.1.1. This ap-
proach makes it difficult to map the affective human state into a single label. Recently, the
focus has shifted to dimensional emotion models. These models make it possible to analyze
real-life emotions, which are usually subtle, mixed, and complex, in less constrained ways.
Arousal
Valence
Excited
Happy
Frustated
Sad
Sleepy
At ease
Bored
Figure 5.1: The arousal-valance (A-V) space proposed by Russell with some plotted affect
words.
Affective states are characterized in terms of a small number of latent dimensions. The
dimensional representation of emotions is described using the emotion space concept [100].
One popular dimensional emotion model uses three dimension primitives: valence (positive
to negative), activation (calm to excited), and dominance (weak to strong) dimensions [68].
The valence dimension refers to how positive or negative the emotion is, and ranges from
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very unpleasant emotion to happiness. Arousal refers to the level of excitement, and
ranges from boredom to frantic excitement. The dominance dimension refers to the sense
of control over the emotion. Figure 5.1 shows the Circumflex of Affect proposed by Russell
[101].
5.1.2 VAM Corpus
The VAM corpus [102] is an authentic, spontaneous audio-visual dataset of real-life con-
versations. This dataset was recorded from the German TV talk show “Vera am Mittag”,
in which guests talk about their personal issues in a spontaneous, affective, and unscripted
manner. Three emotion primitives describe the actual emotions of the participants: ac-
tivation or arousal (calm – excited), dominance (weak – strong), and valence (positive –
negative). Figure 5.2 shows sample images taken from the dataset.
Figure 5.2: Sample images from the VAM-Corpus dataset.
Each emotion primitive ranges from [-1,+1], where 0 signifies a lack of the evaluated
primitive, and -1 and +1 signify the very low and very high values, respectively. For
example, in the analysis of activation, -1 means that the person is very calm, 0 means that
the person shows neutral emotion, and +1 shows that the person is very excited. In this
experiment, the spectrum was divided into four categories: very low [-1, -0.5], low [-0.5, 0],
high [0, +0.5], and very high [+0.5, 1]. For some subjects, the particular primitive being
considered may not produce labels for the four categories. For instance, some speakers
show small variation in emotions, which generates only two categories (low and high).
Figure 5.3 shows a sample of the discretization process.
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Figure 5.3: Discretization of the arousal dimensional emotion in subject 17 of VAM-Corpus
dataset.
5.1.3 Features
For visual feature extraction, Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [103] were used in this work
based on the approach described in [104]. A total of 1,486 facial images, which were anno-
tated by 17 human evaluators using Self Assessment Manikins [105] were used. The number
of frames per individual ranged from 32 to 113. The face region in each frame was first
detected using the real-time face detection approach of Viola and Jones [106].The resulting
face regions were then normalized. The normalization process began with identification of
the coordinates of the two eyes, based on the OpenCV implementation of a Haar-cascade
object detector, trained for either a left or a right eye. Then the size normalization was
completed by resizing the image to create a distance between the eyes of 55 pixels. After-
wards, the whole face image was cropped to the size of 150 x 110, relative to the position
of the eyes. The resulting face images were then divided into 7 x 6 sub-regions. Finally,
the LBP descriptors were extracted for each region, and the histograms were mapped into
uniform patterns in an (8, 2) neighbourhood. The size of the final feature vector was 2,478
(7 x 6 x 59) for each face.
5.1.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
The performance of six different algorithms for the three emotion primitives was evaluated
based on the general setup described in 4.1. The whole dataset had a total of 20 subjects.
However, some subjects were removed due to a lack of emotional variation. Subjects 3, 9,
and 19 were removed from the valence analysis, subjects 9 and 10 from dominance, and
subjects 9 and 12 from activation.
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Table 5.1: Average accuracy results of VAM corpus dataset.
Average Accuracy VAM
Activation Valence Dominance
SSACA+EP 0.63 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.06
SSTSC+EP 0.60 ± 0.05 0.63 ± 0.04 0.64 ± 0.05
SSACA 0.63 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.06
TDCK [55] 0.54 ± 0.06 0.55 ± 0.06 0.58 ± 0.07
ACA [7] 0.53 ± 0.09 0.55 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.09
SC [25] 0.55 ± 0.10 0.56 ± 0.11 0.58 ± 0.11
The frame kernel used was computed by kij = exp
(
−‖xi−yj‖2
2σ2
)
, where σ was set to be
the average distance from the 5% closest neighbours, and nmax = 3. For the two methods
that used constraint propagation (i.e., SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP), the propagation rate
was α = 0.40. For the TDCK method, the dimensional weight was set to γd = 1, and the
temporal weight was set to γt = 0.25. The scaling factor was set to β = 0.3, and the width
of the function was set to δ = 3.
Figure 5.4 shows the segmentation and the respective accuracy values of all the analyzed
methods of one initialization of subject 17 compared to the ground truth. Table 5.1
shows the average result of all the analyzed subjects over 30 different initializations and
sets of constraints. Regardless of the dimensions (activation, valence, and dominance),
all three proposed methods (SSACA+EP, SSTSC+EP, and SSACA) had much better
results compared to the alternative semi-supervised method, TDCK. Compared to the two
unsupervised methods (ACA and SC), a highly significant increase in accuracies occurred
using only 7% of the possible constraints.
5.1.5 AVEC Dataset
Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) [107] is an audio-visual emotion recognition
dataset created for the emotion recognition challenge (AVEC 2012). The dataset consists of
conversations among several participants and four stereotyped characters. Each character
has a specific emotion stereotype: sensible, happy, angry, and sad. The dataset is labeled
for arousal, valence, power, and expectancy. Some sample images of the AVEC dataset can
be seen in Figure 5.5. The train partition of the database contains 31 sections, wherein
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Figure 5.4: Accuracy of the analyzed methods compared to the ground truth of speaker
17 of VAM dataset.
each session contains one dialogue with a specific character. A total of seven different
subjects (subject 1 was used to record eight sections) were used to record the 31 sections.
LBP were the features extracted as described in Section 5.1.3. Approximately 5% of
the total number of possible constraints were applied.
5.1.6 Experimental Results and Analysis
The experiments were performed in the training portion of the AVEC dataset and were
organized by subject, with each subject representing a dialog with four consecutive different
characters. This setup allowed for longer conversation and higher variability. User 6 was
removed from the experiments due to a high number of out-of-boundary frames during
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Figure 5.5: Sample images of AVEC dataset.
the face tracking process, caused by excessive head movement. Therefore, a total of six
subjects were tested in this experiment. The continuous values of the affective dimensions,
which ranged from [-1, +1], were discretized in 6 categories, similar to [76], and the results
of the segmentation were observed for arousal, valence, power, and expectancy.
The frame kernel used was computed by kij = exp
(
−‖xi−yj‖2
2σ2
)
, where σ was set to be
the average distance from the 5% closest neighbours, and nmax = 43. For the two methods
that used constraint propagation (i.e., SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP), the propagation rate
was α = 0.01. For the TDCK method, the dimensional weight was set to γd = 1, and the
temporal weight was set to γt = 0.25. The scaling factor was set to β = 0.3, and the width
of the function was set to δ = 3.
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Figure 5.6: Average accuracy results per subject for expectancy.
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Figure 5.7: Average accuracy results per subject for power.
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Figure 5.8: Average accuracy results per subject for valence.
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Figure 5.9: Average accuracy results per subject for arousal.
Table 5.2: Characteristics of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Expectancy emo-
tional dimension.
Expectancy
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Seg. (m) 118 59 44 73 123 38
# Clus. (k) 5 3 3 4 4 5
Total # of Const. 6903 1711 946 2628 7503 703
# Known Const. 345 86 47 131 375 35
H 3.3702 2.5830 2.3829 2.6254 3.1479 3.6999
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Table 5.3: Characteristics of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Power emotional
dimension.
Power
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Seg. (m) 77 39 25 38 78 54
# Clus. (k) 5 4 5 4 4 4
Total # of Const. 2926 741 300 703 3003 1431
# Known Const. 146 37 15 35 150 72
H 4.0435 3.1098 3.3765 3.0021 3.1499 2.9016
Table 5.4: Characteristics of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Valence emotional
dimension.
Valence
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Seg. (m) 81 41 23 32 83 48
# Clus. (k) 4 3 4 4 5 4
Total # of Const. 3240 820 253 496 3403 1128
# Known Const. 162 41 13 25 170 56
H 3.5589 2.7209 3.3637 3.1651 3.9309 3.6105
Table 5.5: Characteristics of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Arousal emotional
dimension.
Arousal
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Seg. (m) 98 48 57 39 98 33
# Clus. (k) 4 3 3 3 5 3
Total # of Const. 4753 1128 1506 741 4753 528
# Known Const. 238 56 80 37 238 26
H 3.3379 2.7515 2.9555 2.8265 3.5142 2.8711
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For this experiment, because of the higher number of constraints and segments, the
seeding process that accounted for initializing the clusters in a consistent fashion became
very cumbersome in order to be guaranteed. As a result, initial labels were not guaranteed
to be consistent with the must-link and cannot-link constraints, which otherwise could the-
oretically have produced better results. Nevertheless, results showed great improvements
in the proposed methods compared to the other methods.
Figure 5.6 shows the average accuracy results of 20 different initializations for all the
compared methods. The results were grouped by subjects and derived by visual features for
the expectancy dimension. Table 5.2 shows some characteristics generated by expectancy
dimension in terms of number of segments m, number of clusters k, total number of possible
constraints, total number of known constraints, and cluster alternation rate. Results show
that all three proposed methods (SSACA, SSACA+EP, and SSTSC+ EP) performed much
better than the methods to which they were compared (TDCK, ACA, and SC), particularly
for subjects 1 and 5. These subjects were the ones with both a higher number of segments,
118, and 123, respectively, and high rate of cluster alternation. The higher the number
of segments, the more constraints could be drawn from the samples, as a result, a higher
absolute number of pairwise constraints could be derived. For example, in subject 1, 5% of
all possible constraints accounted for 345 pairwise constraints, as opposed to 35 in subject
7. The higher number of constraints reassured the neighbourhood similarities, producing
better results. This effect is even more noticeable in the methods that use the exhaustive
propagation (SSACA+EP and SSTSC+EP). The numerical results with the respective
standard deviations is shown in Table A.1.
Figure 5.7 shows the average accuracy results of 20 different initializations for the power
dimension. The results were also grouped by subjects and derived from visual features.
Table A.8 shows the characteristics generated by the power dimension. The results for this
dimension were similar to the expectancy dimension in terms of the overall improvement
of the proposed methods (SSACA, SSACA+EP, and SSTSC+ EP). In this dimension,
subjects 1 and 5, also had the best results, consequence of the combination of high number
of segments and high cluster alternation rate. This observation is on par with the results
of Section 4.2.4.
Figure 5.8 shows the average accuracy results of 20 different initializations for the
valence dimension. The results were also grouped by subjects and derived from visual
features. Table 5.4 shows the characteristics generated by the valence dimension. The same
trend showed in expectancy and valence was observed for the valence dimension, where the
proposed methods produced great improvements with minimal supervision. One interesting
aspect that can be pointed out, is the fact that small samples tend to produce even results
across the different methods. For example, subject 3 produced only 23 segments, which
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allowed for only 13 constraints. Consequently, the difference of the results across the
methods were not very significant, ranging from 0.41 in the worse case and 0.54 in the best
case. This detailed numerical results can be seen on Table A.3.
Finally, Figure 5.9 shows the average accuracy results of 20 different initializations for
the arousal dimension. The results were also grouped by subjects and derived from visual
features. Table A.10 shows the characteristics generated by the arousal. Results for this
dimension showed similar trends produced by the previous dimensions. Subjects 1 and 5
produced the best results, as consequence of the higher number of segments and constraints
discussed previously. The exception, however, was subject 2. In this particular case, a
combination of factors contributed to lower accuracy of the semi-supervised methods and
higher results for SC. The main characteristic that benefits SC as a method is having frames
from the same cluster that are contiguous. This characteristic is defined by low cluster
alternation rate. In contrast, having a high number of segments combined with high cluster
alternation rate benefits the semi-supervised methods; however, subject 2 showed very low
cluster alternation rate combined with an unbalanced distribution of segments per cluster,
with 87.5% of the segments divided between two clusters, which can be seen in Table A.10.
TDCK in most of the cases performed better than the unsupervised methods, ACA
and SC. However, in this type of application, emotions categories are recurrent, which
means, for example, that segments with high arousal, may occur several times during a
conversation, and are likely to be further apart in time. This behaviour causes TDCK
to not perform as good as the proposed method, due to its assumption that benefits the
creation of clusters that are closer in time. In contrast, the proposed methods do not
make general assumptions based on time similarity, instead it use the constraints in the
instance-level as provided.
Overall, the results show that all three proposed methods (SSACA, SSACA+EP, and
SSTSC+ EP) performed much better than the methods to which they were compared
(TDCK, ACA, and SC) with the addition of only 5% of the possible constraints across all
emotion dimensions. SSACA+EP, which has exhaustive propagation, performed better or
at least very similar to its counter-part without exhaustive propagation (SSACA). Greater
differences in accuracy were more noticeable in sets with a higher number of segments,
which enables higher absolute numbers of constraints, as discussed in Section 4.2.4. This
effect was more visible in the results of subjects 1 and 5 in all the dimensions.
All numerical detailed results showed in Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 can be seen in
Tables A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, and A.6 organized by users. Detailed tables with informa-
tion about the number of segments and distribution of frames per cluster are included in
Section A.2.
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5.2 Human Motion Segmentation
The development of devices that capture motion data has increased vastly in recent years.
As a result, research on motion analysis, recognition, and synthesis has grown in impor-
tance. Motion segmentation is one of the most relevant techniques in the context of these
new devices, as discussed in [108]. Motion segmentation splits motion capture data into
continuous segments. In a human context, the process consists of breaking motion into
actions. Applications that can benefit from motion segmentation include those in the field
of entertainment, computer animation, healthcare, and consumer electronics [109].
According to [8], some challenges of this task include the high level of variability in
the temporal scale and periodicity of human actions, as well as the exponential nature of
all possible movement combinations. Kulic and Nakamura [110] classify the segmentation
algorithms according to whether they require previous knowledge of the motion primitives
or not. The category of algorithms that does not need prior information about the motion
primitives is called unsupervised segmentation. Some examples of unsupervised methods
are velocity-based approaches. Fod et al. [111] use a Zero Velocity Crossing (ZVC) ap-
proach, in which the segmentation point is given when zero-velocity crossing is detected
in a sufficient number of dimensions in the joint angle data. The first stage of the method
proposed by [112] uses a similar approach. In Pomplum and Mataric´ [113], a new segment
is defined every time the root square value of the joint velocity falls below a threshold.
The drawback of these methods is that the algorithm becomes more difficult to tune as
the number of joints increases.
Another family of unsupervised methods are based on variances of the feature data.
In [114], for example, the algorithm searches for a set of segment points that minimize
a cost function of the data variance. In [25] and [8], the segmentation is formulated as
a temporal clustering problem. Their approach extends the standard kernel k -means by
changing the similarity measure to a kernel distance to achieve temporal invariance. The
segmentation boundaries are found by minimizing a clustering objective function across
several segments.
The second category of segmentation algorithms, which require prior knowledge of the
motion primitives, is known as supervised segmentation. This category of segmentation
compares known motions with incoming data. [115] searches for the best match between
an observed sequence and a known prototypical motion primitive. Other methods encode
the known primitives in short HMMs, and later, the segmentation points are decided based
on the error of the predicted motion data returned by the HMM and the actual observed
motion data. If the error increases over a threshold, it triggers a segment [116].
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As discussed in [109], the great diversity of applications and the considerable amount
of recorded data makes it especially important to boost unsupervised motion analysis
methods, while also making them more efficient. These observations are in line with the
goal of semi-supervised methods, and provide even greater motivation to use the proposed
methods.
Motion segmentation is usually divided into two levels. The higher level includes the
detection of distinct activities, where the result segments are defined in the level of be-
haviour or activity (e.g., walk, run, and kick). The lower level includes the detection of
motion primitives, where the result segments are defined as reoccurring units or cycles (e.g.,
steps). The focus of the experiments bellow is on the higher level of distinct activities.
5.2.1 CMU Motion Capture Dataset (MOCAP)
Carnegie Mellon University Motion Capture Dataset (MOCAP) [117] is a human motion
dataset. The dataset is the result of twelve Vicon infrared MX-40 cameras being placed
in the centre of a room, around a rectangular area of approximately 3m x 8m. Humans
wearing a black jumpsuit with forty-one markers taped onto it performed several actions
while the markers were captured by the cameras using infrared. The images picked up by
the cameras were triangulated to produce 3D data. Only the fourteen most informative
joints were considered.
Figure 5.10: Sample images of CMU MOCAP dataset.
5.2.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
The experiments were performed on fourteen sequences of subject 86, containing roughly
ten actions, such as walking, punching, and kicking. The length of the sequences was
reduced by a factor of five to improve scalability, and frames were grouped into twenty
clusters, as described in [25]. The range of frames for each activity in the experiment was
between 160 and 300, the nmax was set to 60, and the number of constraints were based
on 20% of all possible constraints.
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Table 5.6: Accuracy of 14 sequences of subject 86 from the MOCAP dataset.
Average over 14 sequences
Accuracy
SSACA+EP 0.91 ± 0.08
SSTSC+EP 0.90 ± 0.08
SSACA 0.91 ± 0.08
TDCK [55] 0.51 ± 0.06
ACA [7] 0.87 ± 0.09
SC [25] 0.74 ± 0.14
The frame kernel used was computed by kij = exp
(
−‖xi−yj‖2
2σ2
)
, where σ was set to be
the average distance from the 3% closest neighbours, and nmax = 60. The propagation
rate for EP was set to α = 0.40. The TDCK dimensional weight was set to γd = 1 and the
temporal weight was set to γt = 0.25, while the scaling factor was set to β = 0.3 and the
width of the function was set to δ = 3.
Some improvement in accuracy of the proposed methods can be observed in Table
5.6, although these improvements were not as significant as the ones produced in other
applications. One of the reasons for these smaller improvements was that the baseline
accuracy was already very high (e.g., ACA had 87% accuracy on average). The differences
between methods with EP and without EP were not as significant in this experiment, due
to the low number of segments. The average number of segments for this dataset was
only 8.7. Despite the low increases, the proposed method performed better than the other
semi-supervised method (TDCK). The better performance of the proposed methods can
be attributed to the use of kernel, which maps points to a higher dimension where they
can be clustered more easily.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes and concludes this thesis, while also providing some discussion
on the directions of future work and a list of publications that resulted from this research.
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis proposed an approach to creating kernel-based semi-supervised temporal clus-
tering algorithms. This approach used instance-level constraints, in the form of must-link
and cannot-link, to add supervision to the clustering process, and a dynamic-programming
method to search for the optimal temporal clusters. This approach was applied to two
algorithms, a kernel-based temporal clustering (ACA), and a graph-based clustering (spec-
tral clustering), transforming both algorithms into semi-supervised temporal clustering
methods.
The use of pairwise constraints at the instance level was demonstrated to be better-
suited for the real-world applications presented, when compared to TDCK [59], the avail-
able alternative approach. Another benefit of pairwise constraints at the instance level is
their specificity, which only considers constraints between two points, instead of making
general assumptions. The proposed methods showed substantial improvements in accuracy
compared to the completely unsupervised methods, with the addition of minimal super-
vision. Furthermore, the introduction of supervision did not affect the complexity of the
core algorithm, and in fact, lowered the search complexity as the number of constraints
increased.
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Many applications which require temporal segmentation may benefit from this ap-
proach, particularly when extra knowledge can be provided. The trade-off between the
gains in accuracy and the amount of side information provided was demonstrated to be
advantageous. Good results were also shown for real-world applications, such as emotion
analysis and human motion segmentation; however, applications such as activity catego-
rization, animal behaviour analysis, speaker diarization, and neuron activity modelling
could also potentially benefit from this approach.
6.2 Future Work
Some aspects of this approach which are open to improvement include the time and space
complexity of the algorithms. Although the dynamic programming implementation of the
objective function makes the time complexity polynomial, for very large datasets, some
scalability problems may occur. The same can be said for the space complexity, which is
the memory required to store data for the algorithm to run. All kernel-based approaches
need to store a pairwise kernel matrix of the data instances used in the clustering process
(e.g., the kernel matrix of a dataset of size n needs to be stored in O(n2) of memory).
One alternative to mitigate this problem is the use of distributed algorithms for scaling the
proposed methods on a MapReduce framework. Elgohary [118] proposed a way to scale
kernel k -means algorithms by first creating low-dimensional embeddings based on Nstro¨m
approximation and p-stable distributions, and then applying a parallelization strategy using
MapReduce.
One of the limitations of the proposed approaches is the necessity of having the complete
data in order to do the clustering. Therefore, the problem of clustering streaming data
was not considered in this thesis. However, for future work, the proposed methods can be
adapted to handle online data. Another extension includes the expansion of this approach
to other kernel-based methods (e.g., kernel-mean shift [4]). A detailed analysis of the trade-
off between accuracy and the complexity added in order to guarantee the consistency of
the seeding process is another possibility potential direction for future research.
One area that has gained a great deal of attention in the last few years, due to the explo-
sion of wearable technologies, is accelerometer-based human activity recognition (AHAR).
This area of research has potential applications for health monitoring, context-awareness,
and new forms of human-computer interaction. AHAR, which naturalistic 3D acceleration-
based activity datasets are available, such as SCUT-NAA dataset [119], has the same
temporal characteristics of emotion analysis and human-motion segmentation. Therefore,
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AHAR is an interesting candidate for the application of semi-supervised temporal cluster-
ing.
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Appendix A
Detailed Results
A.1 Detailed Accuracy Results of AVEC Dataset
This section details the results per subject of the AVEC experiment described in Section
5.1.5.
A.2 Detailed Description of AVEC Dataset
This section gives additional details about the characteristics of the AVEC dataset previ-
ously discussed in Section 5.1.6.
A.3 List of Public Available Facial Expression Datasets
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Table A.1: Subject 1 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 1 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.84 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.07 0.87 ± 0.07 0.89 ± 0.09
SSTSC+EP 0.84 ± 0.09 0.75 ± 0.11 0.83 ± 0.11 0.85 ± 0.12
SSACA 0.82 ± 0.06 0.80 ± 0.10 0.77 ± 0.13 0.83 ± 0.13
TDCK [55] 0.38 ± 0.03 0.49 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.05
ACA [7] 0.47 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.05
SC [25] 0.53 ± 0.00 0.37 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.00 0.51 ± 0.00
Table A.2: Subject 2 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 2 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.66 ± 0.12 0.67 ± 0.10 0.62 ± 0.15 0.67 ± 0.10
SSTSC+EP 0.66 ± 0.13 0.69 ± 0.11 0.67 ± 0.17 0.64 ± 0.11
SSACA 0.63 ± 0.12 0.68 ± 0.09 0.60 ± 0.14 0.67 ± 0.10
TDCK [55] 0.49 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.07 0.49 ± 0.10 0.49 ± 0.06
ACA [7] 0.48 ± 0.04 0.46 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.06
SC [25] 0.78 ± 0.00 0.60 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.00 0.64 ± 0.00
Table A.3: Subject 3 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 3 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.74 ± 0.13 0.54 ± 0.09 0.59 ± 0.13 0.68 ± 0.16
SSTSC+EP 0.82 ± 0.13 0.51 ± 0.07 0.71 ± 0.15 0.68 ± 0.12
SSACA 0.75 ± 0.14 0.55 ± 0.08 0.59 ± 0.13 0.67 ± 0.15
TDCK [55] 0.57 ± 0.07 0.45 ± 0.04 0.53 ± 0.10 0.57 ± 0.09
ACA [7] 0.65 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.02
SC [25] 0.54 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.00 0.34 ± 0.00 0.51 ± 0.00
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Table A.4: Subject 4 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 4 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.68 ± 0.14 0.57 ± 0.10 0.62 ± 0.13 0.72 ± 0.09
SSTSC+EP 0.72 ± 0.14 0.56 ± 0.11 0.62 ± 0.12 0.71 ± 0.10
SSACA 0.68 ± 0.13 0.59 ± 0.10 0.61 ± 0.12 0.72 ± 0.09
TDCK [55] 0.54 ± 0.09 0.51 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0.08 0.41 ± 0.06
ACA [7] 0.50 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.05 0.42 ± 0.06 0.38 ± 0.05
SC [25] 0.45 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.00
Table A.5: Subject 5 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 5 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.87 ± 0.07 0.79 ± 0.07 0.74 ± 0.10 0.89 ± 0.06
SSTSC+EP 0.85 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.08 0.75 ± 0.13 0.94 ± 0.04
SSACA 0.79 ± 0.09 0.78 ± 0.07 0.75 ± 0.12 0.85 ± 0.09
TDCK [55] 0.50 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.08 0.42 ± 0.04
ACA [7] 0.41 ± 0.03 0.53 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.01
SC [25] 0.37 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.00 0.41 ± 0.00 0.40 ± 0.00
Table A.6: Subject 7 average accuracy results.
AVEC Subject 7 - Average Accuracy
Arousal Valence Power Expectancy
SSACA+EP 0.69 ± 0.14 0.69 ± 0.13 0.60 ± 0.07 0.61 ± 0.13
SSTSC+EP 0.71 ± 0.11 0.66 ± 0.11 0.61 ± 0.11 0.59 ± 0.10
SSACA 0.69 ± 0.13 0.66 ± 0.13 0.60 ± 0.08 0.59 ± 0.12
TDCK [55] 0.56 ± 0.06 0.46 ± 0.05 0.43 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.05
ACA [7] 0.48 ± 0.07 0.47 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.03
SC [25] 0.56 ± 0.00 0.49 ± 0.00 0.56 ± 0.00 0.48 ± 0.00
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Table A.7: Cluster distribution of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Expectancy
emotional dimension.
Expectancy
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs.
C 1 4 (3%) 24 (41%) 20 (45%) 33 (45%) 37 (30%) 9 (24%)
C 2 44 (37%) 30 (51%) 22 (50%) 35 (48%) 59 (48%) 15 (39%)
C 3 53 (45%) 5 (8%) 2 (5%) 4 (5%) 25 (20%) 10 (26%)
C 4 14 (12%) - - 1 (1%) 2 (2%) 3 (8%)
C 5 3 (3%) - - - - 1 (3%)
Table A.8: Cluster distribution of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Power emo-
tional dimension.
Power
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs.
C 1 4 (5%) 3 (8%) 1 (4%) 1 (3%) 8 (10%) 2 (4%)
C 2 12 (16%) 3 (8%) 8 (32%) 5 (13%) 34 (44%) 4 (7%)
C 3 24 (31%) 16 (41%) 11 (44%) 18 (47%) 32 (41%) 25 (46%)
C 4 27 (35%) 17 (44%) 4 (16%) 14 (37%) 4 (5%) 23 (43%)
C 5 10 (13%) - 1 (4%) - - -
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Table A.9: Cluster distribution of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Valence
emotional dimension.
Valence
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs.
C 1 7 (9%) 15 (37%) 4 (17%) 1 (3%) 4 (5%) 8 (17%)
C 2 27 (33%) 21 (51%) 9 (39%) 7 (22%) 13 (16%) 18 (38%)
C 3 32 (40%) 5 (12%) 8 (35%) 15 (47%) 30 (36%) 16 (33%)
C 4 15 (18%) - 2 (9%) 9 (28%) 28 (34%) 6 (13%)
C 5 - - - - 8 (10%) -
Table A.10: Cluster distribution of each subject of the AVEC dataset for the Arousal
emotional dimension.
Arousal
Subj. 1 Subj. 2 Subj. 3 Subj. 4 Subj. 5 Subj. 7
# Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs. # Segs.
C 1 7 (7%) 6 (13%) 16 (28%) 6 (15%) 1 (1%) 6 (18%)
C 2 36 (37%) 24 (50%) 28 (49%) 19 (49%) 6 (6%) 16 (48%)
C 3 43 (44%) 18 (38%) 13 (23%) 14 (36%) 30 (31%) 11 (33%)
C 4 12 (12%) - - - 44 (45%) -
C 5 - - - - 17 (17%) -
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